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Abstract
This study aims to develop and evaluate the wrinkle recovery performance of cotton and
linen fabrics after treating them with an appropriate combination of mono and dicarboxylic
acids in the presence of ingredients like an initiator and a catalyst. Therefore, an experimental
study was developed with a 2x3x3 factorial design with the acid combination, pΗ, and
concentration as the independent variables to help investigate the effects on wrinkle recovery
angle, wrinkle recovery appearance rating, and carboxyl group content of the treated fabric
samples. The data were analyzed based on the percent weight gain of treated samples,
carboxyl ‘n’ group content, FTIR spectrum, wrinkle recovery angle and wrinkle recovery
appearance rating. The results were significant for both the fabric textiles, however, the
performance of treated cotton fabric was better than that of treated linen fabric in this study.
In order to evaluate the wash durability of the finish applied, the treated samples were
laundered for 20 cycles. The wrinkle recovery property significantly increased due to the
application of the finish for both cotton and linen fabric samples. The use of the finish will
lead to less ironing, and washing, which leads to positive environmental impacts with a
reduced loss of energy. Furthermore, this finish is non-toxic, setting it apart from the existing
finish treatment used in the industry.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Cotton and linen (flax) are naturally grown fibers that are comfortable to use and
readily available. Cotton is one of the most popular natural fibers due to its economic
significance, as it apparently contributes to over 50% of apparel and textile products (Gordon
& Hsiel, 2007). Though cotton and linen enjoy great popularity, there is stiff competition
from other natural and man-made fibers, urging scientists to further enhance the performance
of these fibers through research and innovations (Gordon & & Hsiel, 2007).
Linen and cotton are composed of polymers, which have primarily 75-95% cellulosic
chains. These natural cellulosic polymers comprise primarily a collection of porous
amorphous regions and tightly packed crystalline regions (Cintron & Ingber, 2013). The term
poly means many; thus, a polymer is a substance made of long-chain molecules or repeating
units called monomers, which are attached to each other by chemical bonds (Fried, 2003).
Owing to their molecular and morphological structure, cotton and linen have an inherent
tendency to wrinkle. Most fibers tend to wrinkle or form small creases under pressure;
however, they also have the ability to come back or recover from deformation to their
original shape and appearance (Gordon & Hsieh, 2007; Tortora & Merkel, 2007). Some
fabrics wrinkle less, and some wrinkle more.
The cellulose molecular chains in cotton and linen are linearly arranged and pass
through crystalline and amorphous regions, which are held in place by hydrogen bonds
(Karthik, Rathinamoorthy, & Murugan, 2011). Both cotton and linen readily absorb moisture
in the form of atmospheric moisture or perspiration, which acts as a lubricant and facilitates
interpolymer chain movement (Schindler & Hauser, 2004). Upon application of external
forces, slippage and breakage of weak hydrogen bonds take place between these cellular
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chains, in the amorphous region, which causes wrinkles in cotton and linen textiles (Ghosh,
Cannon, & Roy, 1990). Once the deforming forces are removed, new hydrogen bonds are
formed between adjacent molecules, which have already moved to a new location. Since
cotton and linen fabric tends to wrinkle, they are often treated with chemicals in the form of a
chemical finish to reduce wrinkles (Tovey, 1961).
Cotton and linen comprise natural cellulosic polymer chains, and to improve the
properties of these natural cellulosic fibers, sometimes, an external monomer is grafted to
enhance the existing polymer chains of these fibers to minimize drawbacks such as wrinkling
(Karmakar, 1999). Textile finishes help modify the properties of textile fabric for suitable
end uses such that the fabric can even become wrinkle resistant (Tovey, 1961). Textile
finishes aim to meet customer’s expectations by utilizing innovative technologies involving
machineries, and recipes while considering the aspects of comfort, safety, aesthetics, and
other functional performance of the textile fabric (Karthik, Rathinamoorthy, & Murugan,
2011).
Several technologies have been tested to enhance the wrinkle recovery of cotton
fabric, of which modified dimethylol dihydroxy ethylene urea, or DMDHEU, has been the
most traditional and prevalent finish due to its cost-effectiveness (Harifi & Montazer, 2012).
The year 1947 marks a landmark in the history of cotton production, owing to the
introduction of durable press cotton textiles with DMDHEU as the prominent cross-linking
agent (Dehabadi, Buschmann, & Gutmann, 2013; Harper, 1971). The bonds between
cellulosic chains, due to cross-linking, increase wrinkle resistance of DMDHEU-resin-treated
fabric, which works by replacing the weak hydrogen-bonds with strong covalent bonds
(Ghosh et al., 1990). Since covalent bonds are stronger than hydrogen bonds, they tend to
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bend rather than rupture upon stretching, thus giving the polymers more freedom to stretch
and minimize wrinkling of the fabric (Ghosh et al., 1990). Moreover, a cross-linking agent
can even react chemically with the hydroxyl groups of the cellulosic chain and reduce some
number of hydroxyl groups, which modifies the chemical structure of the cellulosic polymer
chain (Borghetty & Fornelli, 1955). Since some hydroxyl groups are reduced or masked,
their moisture absorption tendency is checked, hence wrinkling is minimized (Borghetty &
Fornelli, 1955).
Since the 1900s, urea-based resins have been used in the chemical finish for cellulosic
textiles, which release formaldehyde (Lam et al., 2010; Lavoue` et al., 2008). The release of
formaldehyde has been a concern by the health department. Formaldehyde has been
identified as a possible carcinogen and a strong allergen resulting in rigorous efforts by
researchers to find formaldehyde-free cross-linking agents for cotton and other cellulosic
textiles to replace the traditional N-methylol reagents (Lam, Kan, & Yuen, 2010; Lavoue`,
Vincent, & Gerin, 2008).
One such advancement in technology is endorsed through this study by modifying the
surface of cotton and linen using carboxylic acids resulting in esterification, chain
polymerization (graft polymerization), and eventually cross-linking by applying monomers
on the surface of the fabric, which will be readily polymerizable. Acid compounds, which
have two or more carboxyl groups in each molecule, are often referred to as polycarboxylic
acids (Pastore & Kiekens, 2001). Polycarboxylic acids can esterify with cellulosic chains in
the presence of an appropriate catalyst, followed by free radical polymerization on the
surface of the fabric in the presence of an initiator (Pastore & Kiekens, 2001). Carboxylic
acids, such as methacrylic acid, itaconic acid, and maleic anhydride, in the presence of an
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appropriate catalyst and initiator were used as part of the recipe for the finishes in this
research.
Cross-linking is the process where a link or a chemical joins two or more molecules
or polymer chains by a covalent bond (Nicholson, 2006). In chain growth polymerization or
graft polymerization, attachment of a monomer takes place to an active chain, the active end
of which may be a free radical or an ionic site (Fried, 2003). Several cross-linking resins like
urea or polycarboxylic acid-based compounds, using various technologies like
nanotechnology, plasma, foam, or UV technology, have been explored by scientists to find a
formaldehyde-free solution for wrinkle recovery for cellulosic textiles (Dehabadi et al.,
2013). Polymerizable polycarboxylic acids have been promising compounds to help create
resin for wrinkle recovery finish, as it is free from formaldehyde and is deemed safe for
human skin and health (Dehabadi et al., 2013).
Statement of the Problem
There is not, yet, an optimum recipe, which has been commercialized, using a
combination of mono- and dicarboxylic acid for a wrinkle recovery finish for cotton and
linen fabrics. Studies indicate that recipes formulated using carboxylic acids, although
producing good wrinkle recovery, fail to be cost-effective or durable in terms of strength and
laundering and need to be optimized using processes and testing (Kang, Yang, & Wei, 1998;
Welch, 1988). Moreover, studies also provide evidence that prevalence of quantitative
methodology to measure carboxyl group content on polycarboxylic treated cellulosic fabric,
other than using FTIR, has not been sufficiently investigated (Morris, Andrews, & Catalano,
1994). This research formulated and tested three recipes for a wrinkle recovery finish to
determine whether an improved material performance in cotton and linen can be achieved.
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Nature and Significance of the Problem
Cotton and linen are the most popular natural fibers abundantly used by the apparel
industry (Lewin, 2007; Franck, 2005). Durable press cotton fabrics are finished or treated
with traditional resins derived from methylolated urea derivatives such as dimethylol
dihydroxy ethylene urea, or DMDHEU (Pastore & Kiekens, 2001). Studies indicate that
fabrics treated with DMDHEU raised health concerns owing to formaldehyde release during
production, distribution, retailing, storage, and consumer use causing skin, eye irritation and
breathing problems (Dehabadi et al., 2013; Lam et al., 2010). Although significant wrinkle
recovery was observed with the use of DMDHEU, some disadvantages have been reported,
such as the loss of tensile strength, abrasion resistance, lowering of the whitening index, and
eventually health concerns (Lam et al., 2010).
Textile fibers comprise crystalline and amorphous regions, which are responsible for
their strength, flexibility, and absorption of finish in their microstructure (Carr, 1995). Cotton
is estimated to have approximately 25% amorphous region in its structure, which is the
reason for its excellent moisture absorbency and also the significant cause for wrinkling
(Bogle, 1977). Since cotton and linen cellulose have abundant hydroxyl groups, cross-linking
can be considerably efficient as the cross-linking agents can attach in place of some of the
OH groups of the cellulose polymer (Bogle, 1977).
Successful development of a wrinkle-free finish using the concept of carboxylic acid
in the presence of a catalyst and an initiator will bring about further development of natural
fibers for apparel without causing health concerns. This study aims to come up with an
optimized composite recipe for wrinkle recovery of cotton and linen textiles, which is
environment-friendly, people friendly, and planet friendly. This study will use the new
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technique of combining esterification, graft polymerization and cross-linking, which will
result in wash-durable fabric. The new finish will revolutionize cotton and linen fabrics and
help eliminate ironing (i.e., save energy) and reduce the frequency of laundering (thus
lowering effluents), leading to further popularity and development of the two textile
materials.
Further, the study explored three combinations of mono- and dicarboxylic acids at
different concentrations and pΗ levels, on cotton and linen, generating rich data which adds
to the pool of knowledge and provide a more extensive range for comparison. Once the
recipe is optimized and commercialized, its process adoption will not require any change in
existing setup or additional training to the workers. Most research studies of this nature have
focused primarily on the mechanical properties of the textile after applying the finish, but this
study also focused on the wash durability of the finish.
Therefore, the research was divided broadly into three sections or steps as shown in
Figure 1. The first step was the preliminary phase of experimentation, using different
chemicals, to try several combinations. The second step comprised a short listing of the three
best acid combinations based on the data obtained from the preliminary experiments. The
third step was the application of those three finishes (acid combinations), at two different
concentrations and three different pΗ levels, on two types of textiles, i.e., cotton and linen,
which served as the experimental units in this study. The third step incorporated a test of the
application of the finishes, to check for esterification and cross-linking on the fabrics,using
percentage weight gain values, iodometric titration to find the carboxyl ‘n’ group content
(referred to as COOH values), and subjective analysis using FTIR (Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy) spectrum. Performance of the treated samples were tested using wrinkle
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recovery appearance rating, and the wrinkle recovery angle (WRA) test procedure compared
to that of the values of untreated samples. Based on the results of WRA, the recipe was
shortlisted, and fresh samples were made using one particular acid combination, one specific
concentration, and all the three pΗ levels. Since three specimens of cotton and three for linen
were prepared, their wash durability was tested after every five laundry cycles until 20
laundry cycles. The data obtained for WRA and FTIR was then be compared with the treated
but unwashed samples.

Figure 1. Schematic of experimental process.

Figure 2 indicates the independent and the dependent variables that were considered
for this research. In this fundamental research, the researcher started from the preparation of
the recipe, where the concentration of the chemicals, number of acid combinations in the
finish formulation, and levels of pΗ of the recipe/formulation are some of the factors for the
7

preparation of the recipe. The independent variable pΗ had three levels, the variable
concentration had two levels, and the fabric was the experimental unit. Thus, the wrinkle
recovery appearance, wrinkle recovery angle, and carboxyl group content of the fabrics
treated with the three recipes were the dependent variables, which helped decipher the
performance of the finish onto the two experimental units cotton and linen.

1) Acid
combinations (IV) (3
levels)
2) pH (IV) (3levels)
3) Concentration of
formulation (IV) (2
levels)

Fabrics (are the
experimental
unit)

1. Degree of wrinkle
appearance (DV)
2. Wrinkle recovery
angle (DV)
3. Carboxyl group
content(DV)

Figure 2. Research variables

Objective of the Research
The primary objective of this study is to develop and evaluate the wrinkle recovery
performance of the cotton and linen textile fabrics after treating them with the appropriate
combination of mono- and dicarboxylic acids and other ingredients, such as initiator and
catalyst, to make them wrinkle resistant. To achieve the main objective, the following
strategic objectives were developed:
•

to develop finish recipes using mono- and dicarboxylic acids in the presence of a
catalyst and an initiator;

•

to measure the total finish add-on using the data of percentage weight gained by
treated samples;
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•

to quantitatively determine the carboxyl group content (COOH values) of the treated
samples, using the iodometric titration method;

•

to investigate the modification of the treated cotton and linen fabrics, due to possible
attachment of carboxylic and carbonyl groups using FTIR;

•

to determine the performance of the treated fabric samples using wrinkle recovery
angle and wrinkle recovery appearance rating test results;

•

to compare treated but unwashed samples with treated samples that are washed for 20
laundry cycles.

Research Questions
Question 1. To what extent is there a significant difference between the treated and untreated
fabric samples for the COOH values of cotton fabric?
Question 2. To what extent is there a significant difference between the treated and untreated
fabric samples for the COOH values of linen fabric?
Question 3. To what extent is there a significant difference between the treated and
untreated fabric samples for the wrinkle recovery angle (WRA) values of cotton fabric for
warp and weft directions?
Question 4. To what extent is there a significant difference between the treated and untreated
fabric samples for the wrinkle recovery angle (WRA) values of linen fabric for warp and
weft directions?
Question 5. To what extent is there a difference in the wrinkle recovery appearance of cotton
and linen treated and untreated textile fabric samples?
Question 6. To what extent do the three best samples of cotton retain the wrinkle recovery
treatment after 20 laundry cycles?
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Question 7. To what extent do the three best samples of linen retain the wrinkle recovery
treatment after 20 laundry cycles?
Limitations
•

The cotton and linen fabrics are procured online from Dharma Trading Co., and entire
yardages were from the same bolt.

•

The experiment focused on using testing instruments available in the textile lab at
Eastern Michigan University.

•

Due to the high cost of chemicals, titration was done twice to determine the carboxyl
group content.

Delimitations
•

AATCC standard test methods number 128 and 66 was used to perform the WRA and
wrinkle recovery appearance tests.

•

Iodometric titration was done using standard procedure number (IS: 1560 Part I
1974).

•

100% cotton fabric and 100% linen fabric of shirting material in plain weave were
used for this study.

•

Methacrylic acid (MAA), itaconic acid (IA), and maleic anhydride (MA) were used
as carboxylic acids for the recipes.

•

Sodium phosphate monobasic (NaH2PO4) was used as the esterification catalyst.

•

Potassium persulfate (K2S2O8) was used as the initiator catalyst in the finish recipe.

Definition of Terms
Term 1. Scouring is a pretreatment given especially to natural textile materials to
remove natural physical impurities like pectin substances, waxes, protein, and any mineral
10

matter or dirt and oils using either soaps, detergents, or chemicals of specified weight
(Karmakar, 1999).
Term 2. The word poly means “many” and meres mean “parts.” Thus, a polymer is a
long chain molecule comprising several repeating units called monomers, which are usually
identical in structure (Fried, 2003). In a polymer, the repeating units or monomers can be as
high as 1,000 with higher molecular weight. The process of joining these links is called
polymerization.
Term 3. A catalyst is a substance that accelerates a chemical reaction but does not
participate in the chemical reaction (Myers, 2003).
Term 4. Covalent bond is a chemical bond, which is stronger in nature than a
hydrogen bond, as it exists due to sharing electrons between atoms, hence difficult to break
(Myers, 2003).
Term 5. Hydrogen bond is an intermolecular force, which always involves a
hydrogen atom of one molecule and an electronegative atom of a different molecule (Myers,
2003). This is not a very strong bond compared to covalent bond.
Term 6. Tensile strength is an essential property or ability of the fiber, yarn, and
fabric to withstand external breaking force or tension which is an indication of its durability
(Gordon & Hsieh, 2007; Tortora & Merkel, 2007).
Term 7. Lengthwise yarns that run parallel to the selvage are called warp yarns or
ends, and the fabric cut on the length-wise grain is called “in the warp direction” (Tortora &
Merkel, 2007).
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Term 8. Crosswise yarns that run perpendicular to the selvage are called weft yarns
or filling yarns, and the fabric cut on the cross-wise grain is called “in the weft direction”
(Tortora & Merkel, 2007).

Assumptions
1. Cotton and linen fabrics will be representative of their types so that the results of
the experiment will have broad applications.
2. Most of the steps can be controlled through analytical testing, which is appropriate
for this study.
3. All instruments in the textile lab are deemed valid and reliable as per AATCC
standards for the tests to be performed during this study.
Acronyms
DMDHEU

Dimethylol dihydroxy ethylene urea

AATCC

American Association of Textile Chemist and Colorists

FTIR

Fourier Transform Infra Red Spectroscopy

DP

Durable Press

RH

Relative Humidity

HCL

Hydrochloric Acid

BTCA

Butane Tetra Carboxylic Acid

CA

Citric Acid

WRA

Wrinkle Recovery Angle
12

IA

Itaconic Acid

MA

Maleic Anhydride

MAA

Methacrylic Acid

DI

Deionized Water

IV

Independent Variable

DV

Dependent Variable

ANOVA

Analysis of Variance

Ne

Cotton count: it is the number of hanks, which are 840 yards in length
per pound (Gordon & Hsiel, 2007).
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Chapter 2. Literature Review
Introduction
Cotton plays a significant role in the textile industry, as it enjoys 50% of worldwide
demand owing to its cellulosic nature resulting in high breathability (Dehabadi et al., 2013;
Lewin & Pearce, 1998). Since cotton and linen wrinkle, especially under high humidity,
several technologies like ionic cross-linking, atmospheric plasma treatment, atmospheric
plasma graft polymerization, nano-technology, spraying vegetable oil, and foam finishing
have been used as an attempt to make cotton and linen wrinkle free (Cooke, Dusenbury,
Kienle, & Lineken, 1954). The primary objective of this research was to optimize a wrinkle
recovery finish, experimenting with mono- and dicarboxylic acids. This can be achieved by
understanding the effect of the independent variables, such as combination of acid types,
concentration of acids in the formulation, and pΗ of the formulation, and their effect on the
dependent variables, such as wrinkle recovery appearance rating, wrinkle recovery angle and
carboxyl group content (COOH value) on the treated cotton and linen fabrics. To understand
the cause of wrinkling, and the reaction process of the cross-linking agents in these cellulosic
textiles, it is essential to understand the molecular and morphological structures of cotton and
linen fibers.
Molecular and Morphological Structure of Cotton
Cotton is obtained from the seed hair of the cotton plant and is a natural polymer that
has both cellulosic and non-cellulosic material in its structure (Karmakar,1999). The cuticle,
or the outer-most layer, is composed of the non-cellulosic materials like waxes, pectins,
inorganics, and other substances, which help the fiber to survive against the frictional forces
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during processing and which can be removed by scouring (Gordon & Hsiel, 2007; Tripp &
Rollins, 1952).
Cotton fiber is single-celled and has several layers, of which primary wall and the
secondary wall are the most critical, and are composed of several layers of cellulose called
fibril, which wrap around the lumen (Karmakar, 1999; Tripp & Rollins, 1952). The
development of these cellulosic layers takes place during the maturity of the cotton fiber.

Figure 3. Chemical structure of cellulose (Kabir, 2013).

Cotton is mostly comprised of 95% cellulose, chemically described as 1,4-B-Danhydroglucopyranose (Karmakar, 1999; Lewin, 2007). The primary wall is a thin tubular
membrane, comprised of 30% cellulose that is laid crosswise to the fiber axis in the fiber
structure (Tripp & Rollins, 1952). However, the secondary wall of cotton fiber, comprised of
nearly 100% cellulose, with high molecular weight, a high degree of polymerization, and
high crystallinity. The secondary wall has two layers that are further arranged in two
different directions and angle along the fiber axis (Klemm, Schmauder, & Heinze; Karmakar,
1999; Lewin & Pearce, 1998).
The molecular weight of cotton cellulose is high with the high structural order in
comparison to all cellulosic-based fibers, such as ramie, flax, jute, kenaf, and more. (Arslan,
Gocek, Acikgoz, Sahin, & Ilkan, 2016; Gordon & Hsiel, 2007). Figure 3 shows the monomer
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of the cellulosic polymer chain, which is commonly known as cellobiose repeat unit. The
anhydroglucose rings are connected to each other by glycosidic linkages as seen in Figure 3
(Tover, 1961). Cotton is a unique fiber as compared to all other cellulosic fibers because of
the unusual spatial arrangements of its molecules, which cause it to respond to external stress
differently than other cellulose-based fibers (Tover, 1961). Figure 4 gives a detailed
schematic of the cotton fiber structure showing its various layers, including the primary wall,
secondary wall, and the lumen. It is also considered that the purest form of cellulose is
present in the cottonseed hair, i.e., the cotton fibers Mikshina, et al., 2013. Mikshina et al.,
(2013) in their chapter on cellulosic fibers also write about the significance of the design of
the cell wall, which is responsible for providing strength and other characteristic properties to
the fiber.

Figure 4. Schematic structure of cotton fiber (Kalia, Kaith, & Kaur, 2009)

For simplicity, we usually refer to a two-phase microstructure for fibers, i.e.,
crystalline and amorphous regions. Wrinkling occurs in the amorphous region of the fiber as
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the cellular chains are haphazardly arranged resulting in weak hydrogen bonds between the
cellulosic chains, which can break easily (Gordon & Hsiel, 2007). The lumen provides
nutrients for the fiber during its growth and as the fiber matures the lumen become empty.
The lumen of a fully mature cotton fiber is hollow. The fiber dries out and collapses to have a
flat ribbon-like structure as seen in Figure 5a. Figures 5a and 5b show the longitudinal and
cross sectional view of the cotton fiber obtained from a high-resolution light optical
microscope, where the flat ribbon-like structure is quite apparent. As seen in Figure 5b, some
cross sections have mature fibers that have more cellulose and appear bulky, enhancing its
ability for dye or finish uptake. On the contrary, the thin cross section is of immature cotton
fiber with low cellulose content.

Figure 5a. Longitudinal view of cotton, 5b. Cross sectional view of cotton fiber.
(Retrieved from https://in.pinterest.com/pin/569283209127834283/)
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Molecular and Morphological Structure of Linen/Flax
Linen/flax is obtained from the bast of the plant and was used to make home linens in
the past (Franck, 2005). Linen wrinkles tremendously, which has caused it to lose popularity
as an apparel fiber since the 1950s, and processing also adds to the cost of its maintenance
(Franck, 2005). Unlike cotton fiber, which is unicellular, linen fiber is multicellular where
each cell has tapering ends and narrow lumen as seen in Figures 6 and 7. Each linen fiber is
composed of a thin primary cell wall and a thick secondary cell wall, which is further divided
into three layers as seen in Figure 6 (Karine et al., 2007). Like cotton, the fiber growth
completes when it matures. While the cell is growing, the center of the fiber, which has
cytoplasm, provides nourishment and then turn into space called lumen once the cell dies
(Karine et al., 2007). Linen fiber is primarily comprised of 71% cellulose with 16.7%
hemicellulose, 1.8% pectins, 2% lignin and 1.5% fats and waxes (Franck, 2005). Figure 8
shows the chemical structure of lignin, which indicates the complexity of the structure.
Figure 9 shows the structure of hemicellulose which is different from cellulose. Until the
1980s, linen fabrics were treated with similar wrinkle recovery finishes as cotton, using drycross linking, also known as a pad-dry-cure mechanism, where the fabric was treated with a
chemical, preferably in an aqueous acid medium containing the cross-linking agent and a
catalyst (Franck, 2005).
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Figure 6. Structure of flax fiber (Karine et al., 2007).

Figure 7. Cross sectional view of bast fiber (Retrieved from http://nptel.ac.in/courses/116102026/8)
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Figure 8. Structure of lignin (Adler, 1977)

Figure 9. Molecular structure of hemi-cellulose.
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Table 1
General Comparison of Cotton and Linen Fiber
Cotton

Linen

Cell

Single cellular

Multicellular

Fibril

Arranged in a helical order

Arranged along the fiber axis.

% (linear chain)

%

Hemicellulose

%

% (branched chain)

Pectin

1.2%

1..8%

Lignin

0%

2.%

Fat/wax

0.6%

1.5%

1..6cm

 cm





Elasticity modulus

 GPa

1 GPa

Young’s modulus

 GPa

 GPa

Cellulose

Fiber length
Fiber fineness (denier)

Table 1 shows a general comparison of cotton and linen fibers. Cotton is a seed fiber
with short staple length, whereas flax/linen is a bast fiber with longer fiber length. Cotton is
unicellular, and linen is multicellular. Cellulose comprises most of the cotton fiber, whereas,
linen has hemicellulose, lignin, fat, and waxes. Cotton fiber is finer in diameter than linen.
Linen has higher Young’s modulus, which indicates poor elasticity and greater rigidity
(Karmakar, 1999).
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Studies on Technologies Other Than Aldehyde or Polycarboxylic Acids for Cotton and
Linen
This section of the chapter discusses the researches done on cotton and linen textiles
using cross-linking agents or such technologies that do not involve formaldehyde or
polycarboxylic acids as cross-linkers.
In the study by Namboodri and Duke (1979), a fascinating attempt was made to
reduce the loss of water and energy by introducing foam finishing technology, which used air
instead of water to dilute the finish formulation. It was reported that the pick-up of the
formulation was good even for blended cotton textile. The finish mixture or formulation was
mixed with air in a mechanical foamer to the desired blow ratio before blowing onto the
textile substrate. The study helped to enhance the wrinkle recovery of cotton and cotton
blend textiles. In a similar research based on foam technology, researchers Wadsworth and
Wey (1988) used DMDHEU as the finishing agent to get some significant results for durable
press cotton. Li, Zhang, and Gong (2014), carried out a similar study in 2014 based on foam
technology, where they studied wrinkle recovery using etherified DMDHEU. Foam
technology, although very energy efficient, has suffered a setback due to high equipment
costs and stringent control of process parameters; hence, it has not been successfully
commercialized (Li, Zhang, & Gong, 2014)
In the study by Hashem, Hauser, and Smith (2003), an effort was made to impart
crease recovery to cellulosic fabric treated with a non-formaldehyde-based agents like
chloroacetic acid and cationized chitosan. This technique claimed to impart ionic character to
cellulose, which would then sorb a polyelectrolyte of opposite charge to form cross-links
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through ether links. The study concluded that significant wrinkle recovery could be imparted
by the method, and variations in this technique was a huge possibility if adequately explored.
In the study by El-Shafei, Helmy, Ramamoorthy, and Hauser (2015), high-density,
non-thermal, glow-discharge, atmospheric-pressure plasma was used to graft polymerize the
vapor of a fluorocarbon mixture on undyed cotton. It was concluded that plasma-induced
graft polymerization introduced high durability for repellency and wrinkle recovery.
In the study by Cheng, Li, Yuen, and Hu (2006), an exciting technology of nano wool
was employed, which was confirmed by scanning electron microscope (SEM), and particle
size analysis. Both wrinkle recovery and UV protection of the cotton fabric was reported to
have increased.
In the study conducted by Lam, Kan, and Yuen (2011), cotton was pre-treated with
oxygen plasma gas. It was then treated with butane tetracarboxylic acid (BTCA) in the
presence of titanium dioxide (TiO2) and sodium hypophosphite (SHP), resulting in the
improvement of hydrophilicity and wickability which enhanced the WRA after pre-treatment
with plasma and post-treatment with BTCA. The research, however, did not mention about
cost or durability of the process.
In the study by Stefanovic, Kostic, Bacher, Rosenau, and Potthast (2014), the wrinkle
recovery property of 100% cotton fabric was investigated by spraying different aqueous
emulsions of vegetable oils with different fatty acid profiles. It was observed and concluded
that wrinkle recovery was enhanced due to the formation of a microfilm around the fiber,
which helped reduce the friction coefficient without formation of any chemical cross-links.
In the study conducted by Alexander and Pandian (2013), TiO2 nanotubes were
fabricated in linen fiber templates, which indicated the adaptability of the linen fibers
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towards an external treatment. In the study by McCall, Kernaghan, and Sharma (2001), linen
was treated for crease recovery by dimethylol urea (DMU), which gave positive result but
lacked synergy as compared to cotton or rayon textiles. The treatment was further confirmed
using near-infrared spectroscopy (NIR).
In the study by Ibrahim et al. (2010), linen was treated with an atmospheric pressure
plasma of oxygen, air, and nitrogen and showed remarkable improvement in its hydrophilic
properties, indicating the fact that there is a possibility to enhance its crease resistance in a
similar fashion. Flax is not as versatile a fiber as cotton because it has a more compact
structure than cotton, it has high cellulose crystallinity, and it is expensive to manufacture
textile fabric, owing to the complexities in textile processing (Wong, Tao, Yuen, & Yeung,
1999). In the study done by Wong et al., (1999), an investigation of the low-temperature
plasma treatment of linen was done. It was reported that exposing linen to oxygen or argon
with low-temperature plasma resulted in changes in chemical properties and morphology.
The phenomenon was more effective with oxygen as there was a slight reduction in moisture
regain and enhancement of wrinkle recovery in all treated samples.
In fact, another technique of chemical finishing using liquid ammonia has also been
explored to make linen wrinkle resistant by Doryi, Csiszar, Somlai, and Sajo (2006). It was
observed that the water-based swelling process affected the crystalline structure and surface
properties of linen. Cellulose I of the linen fiber was converted to the cellulose III, resulting
in mixed cellulose lattices, which resulted in low accessibility to water, thus, enhancing
wrinkle recovery.
Linen fibers require alkaline scouring before subjecting to any chemical treatment
like dyeing or finishing (Karaca, Bozaci, Demir, Ozdogan, & Seventkin, 2012). The study by
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Sharma, McCall, and Kernaghan (1999) investigated the physical, chemical, and thermal
changes in linen fabric by using a commercial crease resisting compound (CPNS), which did
not report a dramatic crease recovery for linen. Instead, a fair recovery was observed, unlike
the general case of cotton. The study also mentioned that the decline in the market for linen
apparel is because of difficulty in imparting good durable press finish to the fabric.
Although constant research is being done to explore technologies other than the use
of formaldehyde- or polycarboxylic-based cross-linking agents, no such groundbreaking
technology has yet evolved, making cellulosic based textiles wrinkle free with its efficient
process and low cost. This means less consumption of time and energy with the use of ecofriendly chemicals. Most of the technologies discussed above have made an excellent attempt
to add to the pool of knowledge. However, none have mentioned the cost and effectiveness
of the process and neither did they discuss the wash durability, the appearance, or the hand of
the textile post application of the finishing treatment. Further, these research studies did not
address any possible aspect of commercialization of any process or technology.
Fiber morphology and molecular structure play a vital role in the wrinkling of
cellulosic fibers like cotton and linen due to the presence of numerous hydroxyl groups in
their cellulosic polymer, which leads to an affinity for moisture absorption by these fibers,
which is the primary culprit for causing wrinkling. Thus, to be able to formulate finishes for
cotton and linen to become wrinkle free, it is imperative to understand the creasing
mechanism in these cellulosic-based fibers.
Creasing Mechanism
Cellulose is the most abundant natural renewable polymer which belongs to the
polysaccharide group, with a chemical formula of (C6H10O5)n, and is the building block for
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fibers such as cotton, flax and other plant-based fibers (Klemm, Philipp, Heinze, Heinze, &
Wagenknecht, 1998). The chemical structure of cellulose promotes chemical modification
which has been practiced even before its polymeric nature was understood, as is evident by
the chemical processing done by weavers, dyers, and printers since ancient times (Klemm et
al., 1998).

Figure 10. The layout of cellulose chain in the amorphous crystalline region.
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Figure 11. Hydrogen bond formation in the crease of the fabric.

Cotton and linen are cellulosic fibers in which the cellulose molecules are linearly
arranged (Tovey, 1961). These cellulosic chains pass through closely packed crystalline
regions and loosely packed amorphous regions as seen in Figure 10. The cellulosic chains are
held in place with weak hydrogen bonds which can be easily broken when a distorting force
is applied as shown in Figure 10 (Karthik, Rathinamoorthy, & Murugan, 2011; Shenai,
1994).
Figure 11 gives a magnified look of a tiny crease formed on a fabric surface, which
indicates the formation of weaker hydrogen bonds in the crease when external pressure is
applied. Figure 12 a) indicate the haphazard arrangement of amorphous and crystalline
regions, where (a) is disordered material and (b) is the crystallite; whereas, Figure 12 b)
indicate orderly arrangement of crystalline and amorphous regions of the cellulosic chains
along the fiber axis.
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Figure 12a. Haphazard arrangement of cellulosic chain. Figure 12b. Ordered alignment of
amorphous and crystalline regions along fiber axis (Sookne, 1960).

Creases in cellulosic-based textiles can be temporarily removed by ironing under high
temperature, external pressure, and with or without steam (Shenai, 1994). When the fabric is
folded and pressed, the weaker hydrogen bonds in the amorphous regions or the border of
amorphous and crystalline regions break, creating the crease which is the primary cause for
the visual appearance of wrinkles as seen in Figure 10 (Shenai, 1994). Thus, new hydrogen
bonds are formed between hydroxyl groups, now close to each other, in this configuration
due to folding and pressing (Shenai, 1994). The fabric can, however, reach its original
configuration once the fabric is ironed under heat and pressure where the creases appear,
indicating the fact that the hydrogen bond forming capacity of the hydroxyl groups in cotton
cellulose polymer should be masked or eliminated to prevent creasing (Shenai, 1994).
Researcher Sookne (1960) mentioned that the basic concept of successful, durable
press treatment on textile fibers could be explained through orientation of the polymers, its
crystallinity, and cross-linking. Because cellulosic fibers are natural fibers, their orientation
and crystallinity are more or less constant and cannot be mechanically altered. However, the
cross-linking capacity of natural fibers can be manipulated through chemical finishes
(Sookne, 1960).
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Durable Press Finishing
Wrinkling of cellulosic textiles owing to high numbers of hydroxyl groups in the
cellulose polymer is overcome by applying chemical finishes, which is mostly the last step of
textile processing (Schindler & Hauser,2004; Yuen, Kan, Wong, & Lee, 2004). Thus,
application of durable press finishes chemically modifies the cellulose of the fiber, which is
the result of a heterogeneous reaction with any di- or polyfunctional reagent (Ibrahim &
Hebeish, 1982). According to Tomasino (1992), in polymer chemistry, some natural
cellulose-based polymers must be cross-linked to help them develop elastic properties (p.
97). Literature has proved the theory that cross-linking enhances elastic properties, has
worked successfully with cotton, and can be safely experimented with linen (Tomasino,
1992, p. 97). Thus, cotton and linen can be treated with a chemical finish to enhance their
poor wrinkle recovery property (Cronin, 1960). Moreover, cotton and linen are primarily
composed of cellulose, and the availability of hydroxyl groups at O-2, O-3, and O-6 positions
of the anhydroglucose units enhances the reactivity of these cellulosic fibers (Lewin & Sello,
1983).
According to Tomasino (1992), “Durable press finishes can be defined as those
chemicals used to improve the properties and performance of washable fabrics” (p. 97).
There are several synonyms used for wrinkle recovery by the textile industry, such as easy
care, minimum care, durable press, easy to iron, crease resistant, crush resistant, wash and
wear, permanent press, wrinkle-free, wrinkle resistance, and shrink proof to name a few
(Abrams & Sherwood, 1954; Pastore & Kiekens, 2001; Schindler & Hauser, 2004; Yuen,
Kan, Wong, & Lee, 2004).
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Wrinkle recovery is the ability of the textile material to resist or recover from
wrinkling upon application of external forces, deformation, or pressure (Tortora & Merkel,
2007). The two objectives achieved by chemically treating the cellulose-based textiles to
make them wrinkle-resistant are (a) blocking the hydrogen bond forming capacity of the
hydroxyl groups and (b) imparting dimensional stability through cross-linking to the fiber
(Carter, 1971). As cross-linking is a chemical process, it makes the textile more crease
resistant (Harifi & Montazer, 2012; Shenai, 1994).
Brief History of Crease Recovery Development
In the 1920s, a company name Tootal was trying to make cotton wrinkle resistant and
stumbled upon phenol/formaldehyde condensates, which unfortunately made the fabric stiff
and discolored; however, not much was known about the molecular processes involved
(Carter, 1971; Tomasino, 1992). Soon after that urea/formaldehyde was discovered, and it
was used as a cross-linking agent from the 1930s till 1961. In the year 1961, a company
name Koret marketed garments, instead of fabric, treated with permanent press finish where
curing was deferred until the garment was constructed (Carter, 1971; Tomasino, 1992). It
was well understood in the 1960s that wrinkle recovery finish would be an integral part of the
textile finishing industry, especially for cotton. Hence, development programs were launched
to overcome the deficiencies of urea/formaldehyde resins, as a loss in fabric strength was a
major issue, which was followed by health hazards (Bajaj, 2001; Harifi & Montazer, 2012).
The solution came in the form of blended fabrics, where cotton was blended with polyester;
however, soon people wanted to use 100% cotton fabric as cotton-polyester blends led to the
formation of visible pills on the fabric (Tomasino, 1992).
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Cross-linking
Cross-linking could introduce both desirable as well as undesirable fabric properties,
and cotton and linen can be highly cross-linked due to high number of hydroxyl groups, the
network of hydrogen bonds and high crystallinity (Carter, 1971). However, cross-linking
results in the formation of covalent bonds, which tend to embrittle the fibers, but impart
dimensional stability even under wet conditions and high temperature (Carter, 1971).
Although there were a variety of durable-press processes, Hepp divided them into three
categories: (a) post-curing, (b) pre-curing, and (c) two-stage curing (Carter, 1971). The
essential variables identified by Carter (1971) that influenced the extent of cross-linking were
moisture absorption/swelling, reaction temperature, reaction time duration, catalyst, and
reactivity of the reagents.
Wrinkle recovery finishes can be applied to cellulose and cellulose blend fabrics
irrespective of its origin in the plant body (Pastore & Kiekens, 2001; Schindler & Hauser,
2004). The most efficient property of cellulosic textiles is comfort due to its excellent
moisture absorbency, which is also the most significant cause for its wrinkling (Schindler &
Hauser, 2004). Upon application of a chemical finish, cross-linking takes place with the
hydroxyl groups of the cellulose in the presence of an appropriate catalyst, and optimum
heat, which results in cross-linking by the formation of covalent bonds between adjacent
cellulosic molecular chains (Pastore & Kiekens, 2001).
Cross-linking improves the resiliency by forming a three-dimensional polymer lattice,
thus impeding lateral displacement of the fiber, which results in the enhancement of the
fiber’s dimensional stability, elasticity, and its wrinkle resistance (Lewin, 2007; Yuen, Kan,
Wong, & Lee, 2004). It has been reported by Gardon and Steele (1961) that although
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covalent cross-linking improves the wrinkle recovery phenomenon and dimensional stability
in cellulosic fibers, most cross-linkers can even polymerize with the cellulose of the fiber and
contribute further to the fiber’s dimensional stability. Cellulose, however, requires a high
degree of cross-linking to be able to perform well during laundry and wear (Carr, 1995; Fan,
2005).
Though wrinkle recovery finish enhances properties like sheen, shrinkage,
smoothness, appearance, and wrinkle recovery and reduces swelling, it can also reduce the
abrasion and tear strength by about 7% (Schindler & Hauser, 2004). Regardless of the fact
that cross-linking enhances wrinkle recovery value, it is mandatory to apply the chemical
finish in quantity sufficient enough to cause cross-linking with anhydroglucose units in the
amorphous region of the cellulosic polymer chain (O'Brien & Van Loo, 1962). As per Carter
(1971), the traditional way to apply the finish to the fabric is by the pad-dry-cure process,
where drying is done at around 100 0C, and curing; most of the cross-linking takes place
between 135 and 165 0C.
Wrinkle recovery finishes fall under two broad categories of formaldehyde-based
finish and non-formaldehyde-based finish (Shenai, 1994). According to researcher Borghetty
(1956), new significant technologies and cross-linking agents entered the cotton finishing
industry where factors like temperature, speed, pressure, and penetration of the formulation
were of great significance, along with the weight of the fabric and its construction.
Past Innovations
Researchers Bajaj (2001) and Harifi and Montazer (2012) have published their
studies on the cross-linking of cellulose and wrinkle recovery finishes. The natural fibers
were made convenient to launder and crease resistant in the year 1928, which was followed
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by application of resin finish on cellulosic fabrics, thus introducing phenol formaldehyde or
urea formaldehyde (Harifi & Montazer, 2012). Urea-formaldehyde treated fabric absorbed
chlorine during laundrying by hypochlorite bleach, resulting in weakening of the fabric
(Bajaj, 2002). This was followed by the production of tetramethylol acetylene diurea, which
had a disadvantage of deteriorating in light after being dyed by direct or reactive dyes (Bajaj,
2002; Tomasino, 1992). The next innovation was dimethylol ethylene urea DMEU, which
was durable only to a certain number of washes (Bajaj, 2002; Tomasino, 1992). However, it
was more resistant to chlorine bleach and more durable compared to previous finishes
(Cronin, 1960). This was followed by triazone resin, and then dimethylol
dihydroxyethyleneurea or DMDHEU was formulated (Tomasino, 1992). The next
investigation resulted in dimethylol carbamates, which were carcinogenic and soon became
obsolete (Bajaj, 2002; Tomasino, 1992). Thus, it is apparent from the literature that
continuous efforts have been made to make cellulosic fibers, especially cotton, wrinkle-free.
Failure of Formaldehyde-Based Finishes
Since the innovation of methylol reagents, cotton has been treated with this crosslinker due to its cost-effectiveness; however, there is an undesirable release of formaldehyde
during treatment and post-curing of goods (Ibrahim & Hebeish, 1982). Formaldehyde has
proved to be an allergen and a possible carcinogen when used in high quantities due to the
physiological properties of formaldehyde (Welch, 1992; Yuen, Kan, Wong, & Lee, 2004). As
per the study conducted by Jennings (1955), crease-resistant finishes require an acid medium
to catalyze them and react with the hydroxyl groups in cellulose. There is extensive literature
to support the fact that formaldehyde exposure, either at the workplace or in the home closet,
due to any known reason, is hazardous to human health, thus resulting in respiratory and skin
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allergies and even life-threatening diseases like leukemia, or even damage to human DNA
(Luch, Clement Frey, Meier, Fei, & Naegeli, 2014; Lavoue, Vincent, & Gerin, 2008; Zhang,
Steinmaus, Eastmond, Xin, & Smith, 2009). More than 1 ppm of formaldehyde in the air
causes a pungent order. Therefore, U.S. regulation allows 0.75 ppm of formaldehyde
concentration limits at the workplace, and Germany allows 0.5 ppm (Schindler & Hauser,
2004). Ten states in the U.S., including California, have banned the use of formaldehyde on
cotton fabric, and cellulosic textiles treated with formaldehyde-based resins cannot be sold in
those states.
Bajaj (2002) has explicitly mentioned that owing to the challenges faced by the
increasing awareness of environmental concerns within the fast-changing scenario of the
textile industry, several factors are considered for developing textile finishes. Factors such as
better quality, higher added value, environmentally friendliness, and sustainable processes,
will also be the forerunners for changes in the chemical finishes and its application processes
for cotton and linen fabrics. For the past half a century, several research studies, have been
conducted to make cotton wrinkle-free using non-formaldehyde-based finishes. As a result of
these studies, an assortment of cross-linking agents has been investigated and proposed as
durable press finishing agents for cotton textiles (Welch & Kottes Andrews, 1989). However,
not all the proposed durable press finishing agents were commercialized because of
numerous disadvantages observed, like high cost, dissatisfactory reactivity, yellowing of the
fabric, loss of strength or tenderness, and durability. As a result, N-methylolamides still
remains the most popular, commercially used cross-linking agent (Welch & Kottes Andrews,
1989).
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Polycarboxylic Acids as a Cross-linking Agent
According to Welch, Pastore, Kiekens, (2001), “Compounds having two or more
carboxyl groups in each molecule are sometimes referred to as polycarboxylic acids” ( p. 16).
Literature proves that polycarboxylic acids, upon esterification of hydroxyl groups, form
cross-links in cotton by the of adjacent cellulosic chains (Welch, Pastore, Kiekens, 2001).

Figure 13. Chemical equation of polycarboxylic acid forming cyclic anhydride before reacting with
cellulose (Welch, Pastore, Kiekens, 2001).

The initial concept was that carboxylic acids with three carboxylic groups or higher
should be used to be able to chemically react with cellulose as the acid first formed cyclic
anhydride and then reacted with the OH group of the cellulose to form esters as seen in
Figure 13.
Extensive efforts are being made to replace the traditional N-methylol reagents
because they release formaldehyde during the finishing process as well as post-treatment,
resulting in health and environmental concerns. This has led to the extensive research and
exploration of polycarboxylic based cross-linking agents (Bajaj, 2002; Kottes Andrews,
1990, Welch, 1988; Welch & Kottes Andrews, 1989; Welch, 1992). Polycarboxylic acid
(PCA) finishes are categorized under non-formaldehyde-based finishes that require an
appropriate catalyst and may require an initiator depending upon the application process
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undertaken (Yuen, Kan, Wong, & Lee, 2004). As per the study conducted by Welch (1992),
polycarboxylic acids were viewed as a promising category to replace formaldehyde-based
wrinkle recovery finishes, though this requires further research to commercialize the
formulation and the process successfully. Many classes of chemical cross-linking systems
with no or lower formaldehyde content have been widely investigated and developed,
including the commercially available 1,3-dimethylurea, glyoxal, and several polycarboxylic
acids (Bajaj, 2001; Welch, 1992; Welch, 1993; Welch, 1998). Among the new chemical
technologies investigated for the replacement of formaldehyde-based finish, polycarboxylic
acids have proved to be very promising (Schramm & Rinderer, 1999; Yang, 1991; Yang,
1993, Yang & Wang, 1996).
Several research studies have been conducted to make cotton wrinkle resistant since
the mid 1990s. In the study by Reid, Reinhardt, and Kullman (1958), cyclic ethylene urea
(CEU) resin-treated cotton fabric was re-cured by stripping the resin in specific areas using
modified zinc nitrate catalyst H-7. At room temperature, the catalyst strips the resin.
However, when a new crease is introduced in the same area and cured again at high
temperature, methylolamide groups were generated to form new cross-links with cellulose to
make the area wrinkle resistance once again (Reid, Reinhardt, & Kullman, 1958). This
research added tremendously to the body of knowledge; however, its practical implications
need further research and enhancement.
The study conducted by O'Brien and Van Loo (1962) was very enriching, as it had
monitored the wrinkle recovery and compared the results of the chemical finish applied
based on the rate equations derived from previous work. This study established the effect of
catalyst and catalyst concentration on the reaction rates, and successfully proved the
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theoretical rate equation with the experimental data. In the prior study conducted by O'Brien
and Van Loo (1961), it was successfully established using quantitative research that upon
application of chemical finishes other than a formaldehyde-based finish, cross-linking and
possibly intramolecular bridging took place during the chemical reaction between the
cellulose and the finish. This research also indicated that there is a relationship between the
concentration of the wrinkle recovery finish, and the wrinkle recovery of the cellulosic
material, which was apparent by the difference in data obtained for cotton cellulose and
cellulose of rayon (O'Brien and Van Loo Jr., 1961).
In the study conducted by Welch (1988), 1,2,3,4-butane tetracarboxylic acid (BTCA)
and cis-1,2,3,4-cyclopentane tetracarboxylic acid were studied as ester-forming cross-linking
agents for a durable press finish for cotton. It was found that 1,2,3,4-BTCA performed
satisfactorily for durable press performance, durability to laundering, fabric strength retention
and fabric softness as compared to cis-1,2,3,4-cyclopentane tetracarboxylic acid. This
research laid the foundation for future results involving polycarboxylic acid as an esterifying
cross-linking agent, which would fall under the category of a non-formaldehyde-based finish.
In the study conducted by Morris, Andrews, and Catalano (1994), citric-acid treated
samples were scanned for FTIR bands. A peak ratio method (acid/ester carbonyl peak at
1730cm-1 against the CH2 bending peak in cellulose at 1373 cm-1) was devised as a measure
for BTCA and ctric acid (CA) to determine the amount of polycarboxylic acid that reacted
with cotton before washing after the finish application. The research added to the body of
knowledge; however, it was mandatory to know the acid as a cross-linker in advance, before
predicting its concentration on the fabric.
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Welch and Peters (1997) conducted a study to lower the cost of formulation while
using BTCA and experimented with the usage of other polycarboxylic acids in combination
with a lower percentage of BTCA with CA, or maleic acid (MA). It was concluded that the
combination gave a reasonable level of wrinkle recovery angle (WRA) upon combining
polycarboxylic acids, especially those that do not contain minor amounts of α-hydroxy
groups in their molecular structure as in the case of CA.
In the study conducted by Chung, Lee, and Kim (1998), durable press and
antimicrobial properties of cotton were improved using CA as a cross-linker and chitosan as
an extender, which gave satisfactory results for wrinkle recovery angle and a slight
improvement in tensile and tear strength. However, a high antimicrobial property of 80% was
obtained which could withstand repeated laundry.
Lee and Kim (2001) studied the catalytic activities of sodium propionate for the
cross-linking activity of BTCA. It was found that the treated material showed improved
wrinkle recovery angle and durable press rating, which was further confirmed by FTIR
analysis. It was also established that the performance of sodium propionate as a catalyst for
BTCA was comparable to that of sodium hypophosphite (SHP).
A detailed study was conducted by Ibrahim, Abo-Shosha, Elnagdy, and Gaffar (2002)
in which CA and DMDHEU were used in combination as cross-linking agents along with
additives like silicon softener, catalysts, and some other chemicals for their respective
recipes. The results indicated that triethanolamine (TEA) and hydrochloric acid (HCL) in the
recipe enhanced the WRA and whiteness index, but reduced the tensile strength and some
other properties. PEG-600 resulted in reduced WRA. Sodium hypophosphite gave excellent
results as an esterifying catalyst. Silone softner enhanced the softness of the treated fabric.
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The research also claimed that the fabric properties of the treated fabric greatly depends upon
the nature of the cellulosic substrate.
The study conducted by Udomkichdecha, Kittinaovarat, Thanasoonthornroek, and
Potiyaraj (2003) examined the use of unsaturated acrylic and maleic acids in association with
potassium persulfate as the initiator and sodium hypophosphite monohydrate as the catalyst.
The results indicated that at specific conditions and concentrations, although the copolymertreated cotton provides excellent wrinkle resistance as compared to cotton treated with
DMDHEU, tensile strength and whiteness index results were not as good as the sample
treated with DMDHEU.
Wang, Chen, Yao, and Chen (2005) performed a comparative analysis using maleic
acid and tartaric acid in conjunction with DMDHEU as the cross-linking agents. They
claimed that the cross-linking length is a significant factor for the estimation of the pore size,
i.e., the higher the cross-linking length, the higher the pore size. The results showed that the
cross-linking agents were ranked as DMDHEU-tartaric acid > DMDHEU-Maleic acid >
DMDHEU for the values of dye absorption, equilibrium absorption, the rate constant, pore
index, and cross-linking length values.
The study conducted by Sunder and Nalankilli, (2012), imparted a chemical finish to
100% cotton using single and combinations of polycarboxylic acids like MA, taconic acid
(IA), CA, and tartaric acid (TA). In the single acid finish, maleic acid and itaconic acid
imparted a right crease recovery angle, reduced bending length and flexural rigidity and
lowered soiling properties with less loss in tensile and tear strength than to other single acid
finishes. In a combination of acids, citric acid synergizes the properties in a positive manner
when in combination with other polycarboxylic acid(s).
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In the study conducted by Yao, Wang, Ye, and Yang (2013), a sincere effort was
made to solve the problem of reduced whiteness of fabric after treatment with a
polycarboxylic acid like citric acid (CA) as the cross-linker. The study gave visible results
with improved whiteness after treatment with CA in the presence of a sufficient quantity of
polyols. Xylitol gave the best results out of all the polyols tested. This research was a very
productive contribution in the field of wrinkle recovery and property enhancement like the
whiteness of the fabric post formulation treatment.
As per several research studies, by Bajaj (2001), Welch and Peters (1997), Yang and
Wang (1996), Yoon, Woo, and Seo (2003) polycarboxylic acids like maleic acid, itaconic
acid, succinic acid, tricarballylic acid, methacrylic acid, citric acid, 1,2,3,4-cyclopentane
tetracarboxylic acid (CPTA), BTCA, and tetrahydrofurane tetracarboxylic acid, etc., are
formaldehyde free and can be polymerized to serve as a cross-linking agent for textile
cellulose. In the study by Yang, Xu, Li, and Jiang (1998), it was made apparent that lower
molecular weight copolymers are favorable, as they can enter the cellulose structure
efficiently during the pad-cure process to form esters and subsequently crosslink with
cellulosic chains. The study conducted by Yoon et al., (2003) further emphasized the fact that
low molecular weight maleic anhydride and vinyl acetate copolymers, which were the result
of varying monomeric ratios, were equally efficient in introducing crease resistance when the
concentration of the initiator was varied.
In the study by Ghosh and Das (2000), cotton fabric was treated with a chemical
finish comprising acrylic acid (AA), in the presence of sodium dihydrogen phosphate
catalyst, and potassium persulfate. The study explained the particular phenomena of the
reaction between the anhydroglucose of the cellulosic chains and the chemical finish applied.
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The reaction mechanism, as per explanation, involved esterification as a result of free radical
polymerization, grafting and cross-linking upon curing. The study concluded that the
treatment of cotton with 8% AA at 30 0C, pΗ 7, batch time of  minutes, followed by
pad-cure process and drying at 95 0C for 5 minutes, and curing at 140 0C for 5 minutes,
resulted in steady improvement in the textile properties. This study explained the phenomena
of esterification, grafting, and cross-linking with detailed step-by-step reactions and justified
its data with proper qualitative and quantitative analysis. The results proved that there was a
significant improvement of the physical and mechanical properties of the cotton-treated
fabric regarding appearance, texture, flexibility, weight gain, moisture regain, and dye uptake
as a direct consequence of esterification, grafting and cross-linking of cellulosic chains.
In the research conducted by Yang, Wang, and Lu (2000), an excellent attempt was
made to examine the effect of curing temperature on copolymerization of maleic acid and
itaconic acid on cotton fabric, with potassium persulfate as the initiator. It was concluded that
with elevated curing temperature above 180 0C, copolymerization did not occur, which
helped establish an upper limit for curing temperature with research involving a similar
process.
Thus, in the studies mentioned above, an insight in the area of chemical finishes using
polycarboxylic acids, exploration of various polymerizable acids, their results, and
discussions are discussed. However, nowhere thus far did any research study mention the
successful application of any polycarboxylic acid on linen textile along with cotton.
Therefore, the quest for optimizing a recipe comprising mono- and dicarboxylic acids for
both cotton and linen can be carried using this study.
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Over time, studies have been contributing to the body of scientific knowledge
regarding the enhancement of finish formulation process. Hence, factors like reaction catalyst
or initiators have been explored along with the acid types.
Use of Catalysts
Researchers Rowland, Welch, and Brannan (1967) and Rowland and Brannan (1968)
established evidence that polycarboxylic acid can serve as a cross-linking agent that can
impart sufficient levels of wrinkle recovery to cotton textiles. In the study by Welch and
Kottes Andrews (1989), durable press finishes using BTCA; 1,2,3-propane tricarboxylic
acid; and CA were prepared. It was concluded that polycarboxylic acids with three or more
carboxyl groups could impart the proper levels of wrinkle resistance to all cotton fabric upon
the addition of an alkaline catalyst in the finish bath and even for curing. The research further
reiterated that sodium dihydrogen phosphate imparted good results as a curing catalyst. In the
study by Kottes Andrews, Welch, and Trask-Morrell (1989), similar results were obtained
where successful esterification took place and was accelerated by salts of phosphorous
containing acids in the bath, e.g., sodium dihydrogen phosphate, sodium carbonate, and
aluminum sulfate, of which sodium dihydrogen phosphate gave the best results.
In the study conducted by Karthik, Rathinamoorthy, and Murugan (2011), nano TiO2
was used as a co-catalyst in combination with citric acid as the cross-linker and sodium
hypophosphite as the primary catalyst to enhance the wrinkle recovery performance of cotton
fabrics. Although the study reported a significant improvement in wrinkle recovery and
softness in the treated fabric, there was a slight decrease in tensile and tear strength and slight
lowering in whiteness index.
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A new insight was brought to the cross-linking with polycarboxylic acids using
dicarboxylic acids, i.e., maleic acid and itaconic acid, that dicarboxylic monomer can be a
useful cross-linker in the presence of an initiator and esterification catalyst (Choi, 1992). The
study by Choi (1992) successfully developed a polycarboxylic acid system to improve
wrinkle recovery in cotton with the use of potassium persulfate as the free radical initiator
and sodium hypophosphite as the catalyst which substantially enhanced the WRA and
durable press (DP) rating. This study contributed by exploring other polymerizable
polycarboxylic acids other than BTCA and CA. However, emphasis on batch time, pΗ, and
concentration were not found to be reported.
In the study by Das and Munshi (2009), an emphasis was placed on the use of dual
catalyst where methacrylic acid (MAA) was used as the cross-linking agent on jute in
combination with tetrasodium pyrophosphate and potassium persulfate as co-catalyst. A
substantial improvement in WRA was obtained from 144 0C to 234 0C, along with an
increase in moisture regain, light fastness, dye uptake, reflectance, and flexibility. It was
further discussed that the infrared (IR) spectroscopy and specular reflectance data indicate an
improvement in properties that was directly proportionate to the degree of esterification of
the cellulose in jute, grafting of MAA, and cross-linking onto jute fabric. The study also
emphasized the significance of dual catalyst systems that enable free radical polymerization
and graft copolymerization of MAA on jute. The pΗ of the finishing formulation gave
different results with optimum grafting and esterification at pΗ 7.
Esterification Catalyst
Literature indicates that a series of weak catalysts that have been discovered prove to
be more effective esterification catalysts than sodium carbonate or tertiary amine (Welch,
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Pastore, Kiekens, 2001). Further, the alkali metal salts have been ranked as per their
decreasing activity with BTCA as a catalyst when used in application for cotton: NaH2PO2 >
Na2HPO3 = NaH2PO3 > NaH2PO4 > Na2H2P2O7 > Na4P2O7 > Na5P3O10 = (NaPO3)6 >
Na2HPO4 = Na3PO4 > Na2CO3 (Welch, 1990; Welch, 1988). Several catalysts were tested
before it was concluded that sodium hypophosphite and sodium dihydrogen phosphate gave
desirable results as a curing catalyst in combination with polycarboxylic acids (Welch &
Kottes Andrews, 1989). Moreover, it has been published that the catalyst to polycarboxylic
acid mole ratio of 1:2 imparts effective results (Welch, Pastore, Kiekens, 2001). It has also
been discussed that boric acid can be successfully used for reducing the yellowing of fabric
while finishing with polycarboxylic acids as the cross-linking agent (Welch et al., 2001).
Effect of pΗ on the Finish Formulation
In the study by Yang (1993), the effect of variation in pΗ values for the formulation
of the finish using BTCA as the polycarboxylic acid, was investigated using FTIR
spectroscopy. It was concluded that the cross-linking of the finish on cotton and the number
of ester linkages formed is dependent on the pΗ of the BTCA based formulation. This
research added tremendously to the body of knowledge for non-formaldehyde based durable
press finish.
Researchers Rowland, Welch, and Brannan (1967) and Rowland and Brannan (1968)
investigated whether an esterification reaction takes place between the cellulose of cotton and
polycarboxylic acids upon application as a finish. The study by Yang and Wang (1996)
proves the objective upon using FTIR analysis that polycarboxylic acids that can form cyclic
anhydride intermediates can esterify with cotton cellulose, of which bifunctional carboxylic
acids like maleic acid and itaconic acids do esterify with the cotton cellulose. In a similar
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prior study, researcher Yang (1991) successfully investigated the cross-linking of fumaric
acid, maleic acid, and BTCA with an explanation that these acids probably form cyclic
anhydrides as reactive intermediates, which form esters with cotton cellulose even without a
catalyst. However, the researchers claimed the presence of a catalyst accelerates the
formation of cyclic anhydrides upon application of polymerizable polycarboxylic acid.
Welch and Kottes Andrews (1989) reported esterification could obtain that high resiliency in
fabric and cross-linking with the use of polycarboxylic acids.
In the study by Kang, Yang, and Wei (1998), it was reported that samples treated with
BTCA and sodium dihydrogen phosphate displayed loss in tear strength, but not much loss in
tensile strength, with higher curing temperature ranging between 140 and 210 0C was
observed. The study further reported that fabric treated with acid and catalyst gave better
cross-linking results compared to fabric treated just with acid. The strength loss by acid and
catalyst treated samples was less compared to just acid treated samples. It was also reported
that the cross-linking of cotton with acid and catalyst treated samples approached saturation
after the temperature reached 190 0C, as was indicated by stabilized WRA. Hence, it was
proved that the higher the degree of cross-linking, the higher is the magnitude of loss in
strength. Therefore, it was advised to control the pH of the formulation bath in order to
regulate the cross-linking and eventual loss of strength.
In his previous research, Yang (1993) had established the fact that when the pH of the
acid bath decreases from 4.5 to 1.5, the amount of anhydride intermediate formed on cotton
increases as the proton concentration of the finish bath increases. This was proved by FTIR
analysis. The research claimed that esterification of cellulose by a polycarboxylic acid took
place in two steps: (a) formation of a cyclic anhydride intermediate upon dehydration of two
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adjacent carboxyl groups of the polycarboxylic acid and (b) reaction between the cyclic
anhydride intermediate and the cellulose of the fabric. Thus, it was identified that the
carboxyl group of the polycarboxylic acid was the reactant, which formed the cyclic
anhydride as a reactive intermediate, and the ester was the by-product of the reaction
between the cyclic anhydride and cellulose on the cotton fabric (Yang, 1993).
In the study by Yang and Bakshi (1996), the amount of BTCA applied on the cotton
fabric and the amount of esters formed after the curing process were determined using acidbase titration and FTIR spectroscopy as a quantitative analytical technique. It was found that
acid-base titration can be used as a quantitative method to determine esters on treated cotton
fabric. FTIR spectroscopy was a reliable analytical technique to quantify BTCA and its esters
on the treated sample. A polynomial regression model was better than a linear model in the
prediction of acid and ester concentrations.
The magnitude of strength loss upon application of a polycarboxylic based finish is
influenced by temperature, exposure time, the dissociation constant of the acid, its
concentration, and pH of the formulation applied to the fabric as was reported by Kang,
Yang, and Wei (1998) in their study.
The study by Kottes Andrews (1990) shows that although the effectiveness of an acid
as a cross-linking agent depends upon the functionality of the acid employed, the cost factor
cannot be ignored. The high costs of butane tetracarboxylic acid (BTCA) and cyclopentane
tetracarboxylic acid (CPTA) prohibit these cross-linking agents from being used
commercially for mass production. Thus, Kottes Andrews (1990) used CA as the crosslinking agent, which apparently was as cost-effective as DMDHEU. It was reported that CA
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gave equally good results and that BTCA can always be used as an extender in the finish
formulation.
Some attempts were made to make linen wrinkle-free, and in one such study by
Arslan, Gocek, Acikgoz, Sahin, and Ilkan (2016), an attempt was made to improve the
wrinkle recovery property of the linen fabrics encountered during washing in the washing
machine using steam generators while maintaining a gentle laundering action. The best
results were obtained using the combination of hot softening and medium-level spinning,
with steaming steps inserted before the softening step after the last spinning step, which in
turn enhanced the average smoothness rating.
There is enough evidence through scientific research studies that continual efforts
were being made for decades, first to treat the fabric with just the polycarboxylic acids, then
to explore combinations with catalysts, and eventually introduce initiator to enhance the
finish formulation. A collective effort by several researchers over a period has led to
tremendous knowledge in this area. Yet polycarboxylic acids as the cross-linking agent have
not been explored exhaustively regarding the process and combinations to be successfully
commercialized. There have been disagreements and developments regarding the attachment
mechanism of the acid to the cellulosic polymer chain.
Mechanism of Cross-linking by Polycarboxylic Acids Using Base Catalyst
It has been established through research that polycarboxylic acid such as BTCA
forms cyclic anhydrides at higher temperatures, before forming esters with the hydroxy
groups of cellulose, of which five or six-membered anhydrides can be conveniently formed
(Welch et al., 2001). Literature also proves that weak bases are efficient catalysts for
esterification of cellulose with anhydride intermediate formed upon application of
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polycarboxylic acids as cross-linking agents (Welch, Pastore, Kiekens, 2001). However, as
per the theory mentioned above, carboxylic acids with two functional groups per molecule
cannot cross-link or form an anhydride ring; thus, they cannot cross-link with cellulose in the
presence of a base catalyst. Therefore, it is difficult to agree with this theory where only acids
with three or more carboxyl groups per molecule can be useful cross-linking agents. Maleic
acid and itaconic acid with two carboxyl groups each were identified as exceptions which
could act as cross-linking agents.
In his study, researcher Cooke (1954) mentioned that the literature regarding the
mechanism by which melamine and urea formaldehyde cross-linking agents get attached to
the cellulosic fibers to impart wrinkle recovery is controversial, as it lacked clarity from a
chemical standpoint. However, there are several explanations for the mechanism of
attachment of polycarboxylic acid cross-linkers to cellulosic fibers as well.
Researchers Gagliardi and Shippee (1963) published very significant and exciting
research where they described cross-linking of cellulose fibers (CellOH) with polycarboxylic
acids. Figure 14 shows the reaction between acid containing at least two carboxylic groups
and two cellobiose unit (Gagliardi & Shippee, 1963).

Figure 14. The chemical reaction between two molecules of cellulose and carboxylic acid with two
carboxyl groups (Gagliardi & Shippee, 1963).

If only one carboxyl group in the formulation reacted, then the equation would be as
shown in Figure 15. However, this would not produce dimensional stability or wrinkle
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recovery as per Gagliardi and Shippee (1963). For stability, the reaction should be as shown
in Figure 14.

Figure 15. Chemical reaction between one molecule of cellulose and carboxylic acid with two
carboxyl group (Gagliardi & Shippee, 1963).

If tri- or tetracarboxylic acid were used in the finish formulation, then both the first
and second reaction would occur as seen in Figure 14 and Figure 15, along with the third
reaction as shown in Figure 16 (Gagliardi & Shippee, 1963).

Figure 16. Chemical reaction between one molecule of cellulose and carboxylic acid with three
carboxyl group (Gagliardi & Shippee, 1963).

Researchers Xu, Cui, Li, and Guo (2001), in their study, also emphasized that there
are different kinds of hydroxyl groups present in the cotton macromolecule, each of which
has different reactivity. Thus, when polycarboxylic acids are used in combination for
treatment on cotton, not all carboxylic groups available are utilized in the reaction (Xu, Cui,
Li, & Guo, 2001). Since the current study primarily utilized a combination of mono- and
dicarboxylic acids, the above chemical reaction shown in Figures 14 and 15 justifies the fact
that there would be the presence of carboxyl groups after the esterification, which would be
analyzed quantitatively using iodometric titration.
Maleic Acid
Maleic acid has gained tremendous popularity in the past few decades. It has a
structure HOOCCH = CHCOOH, and it contains only two carboxyl groups per molecule
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(Welch et al., 2001). Although average durable press properties are reported by the use of
maleic acid in combination with phosphoric acid and sodium hypophosphite mixed catalyst,
there are possibilities of forming copolymers of maleic acid using a free radical initiator
(Choi, Welch, & Morris, 1993; Choi & Welch, 1994). Literature states that maleic acid does
not polymerize, hence, can be used in combination with a comonomer like itaconic acid
(Choi et al., 1993; Choi & Welch, 1994). Maleic acid or maleic anhydride or itaconic acid or
methacrylic acids can polymerize especially in the presence of another monomer, as they are
polymerizable acids which have a high degree of solubility in water (Welch et al., 2001).
However, the degree of penetration is inversely proportionate to its molecular weight and
size, i.e., higher the molecular weight and size, the lower is the penetration in the fiber
structure (Welch et al., 2001). Thus, an analogous combination of polymeric carboxylic acids
can be used and have been reported to impart DP finishing to cellulose-based textiles like
cotton, rayon, and linen (Welch et al., 2001). Constant efforts are being made to develop lowmolecular-weight copolymers and terpolymers of maleic acid that would be equally effective
in performance, yet far less expensive than BTCA (Welch et al., 2001).
In the study by Yang and Lu (1999), in-situ homopolymerization of maleic acid and
itaconic acid on cotton was investigated in the presence of potassium persulfate and sodium
hypophosphite. It was reported that MA and IA could polymerize on cotton fabric at higher
temperatures in the presence of potassium persulfate and sodium phosphite at higher
concentrations.
In their study, researchers Das, Datta, and Bhattacharya (2014) treated silk fabric with
itaconic acid in the presence of potassium sodium tartrate as esterification catalyst and
potassium peroxodisulphate as the free radical polymerization catalyst along with natural
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dyes. It was reported based on analysis that upon the use of itaconic acid with dip-dry-ironcure technique, some physical and physiochemical properties like wrinkle recovery, dye
uptake, colorfastness to light in silk could be enhanced.
In a similar study by Ghosh and Das (2000), cotton was treated with acrylic acid
(AA) as the finishing agent in the presence of sodium dihydrogen phosphate (NaH2PO4) and
potassium persulfate (K2S2O8) by employing the pad-cure technique. It was observed that 8%
AA at 30 0C, at pΗ 7, 95 0C for 5 minutes and curing for 5 minutes at 140 0C gave significant
results, resulting in masking of the convolution of cotton morphology, which was revealed by
scanning electron microscopy. In a similar study by Das and Munshi (2006), methacrylic
acid (MAA) was used as the cross-linking agent in combination with NaH2PO4 and (K2S2O8)
catalysts, using a pad-cure technique. The results of the study reported that the finish
formulation of 8% MAA at 30 0C and pΗ 6, followed by drying at 95 0C for 5 minutes and
curing at 140 0C for 5 minutes, imparted optimum results for wrinkle recovery, abrasion
resistance, extensibility, and moisture regain in treated cotton fabric.
Until the 1960s, several researchers had made an efforts to explain the mechanism of
attachment of the finish formulation comprising the cross-linking agent to the cellulose
structure of the fiber, however, no concrete theory was established till then (Sookne, 1960).
Researchers Das and Munshi (2006), Das and Munshi (2009), and Ghosh and Das (2000)
have attempted to explain the existing theory of cross-linking mechanism for polycarboxylic
acids with cellulose. In their research, formulation was prepared in the presence of an
initiator and catalyst and the reaction between cotton cellulose fiber and acrylic acid was
proposed using the chemical equations as seen in Figures 17, 18 and 19:
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1. A) Esterification :

Figure 17. Esterification reaction between cotton cellulose and acrylic acid (Ghosh & Das, 2000).

1. B) Uncatalyzed thermal free radical polymerization of AA leading to (i) Grafting and
(ii) Cross-linking
i. Grafting

Figure 18. Graft polymerization of acrylic acid on cotton in the presence of initiator (Ghosh & Das,
2000).

ii. Cross-linking
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Figure 19. Cross-linking of chemically modified cellulosic chains due to acrylic acid (Das & Ghosh,
2000).

Although the research studies by Das and Munshi (2006), Das and Munshi (2009),
and Ghosh and Das (2000) has been inspiring, they did not use a combination of
polycarboxylic acids as cross-linkers, neither did they focus on the durability of the finish
treatment on the fabric.
Researcher Harper Jn. (1991), in his study, mentioned using reactive additives to
enhance not just dimensional stability, but also other properties, by the technique of grafting.
Harper Jr. also mentioned that another area where grafting occurred in conjunction with
cross-linking was with the use of hydroxy acids as catalysts during cross-linking treatments
when carboxylic acids like glycolic acid, citric acid, or tartaric acids were used. The study
further claimed that, while grafting took place before cross-linking, it enhanced properties
like tearing strength and abrasion resistance. Grafting led to the presence of carboxyl groups,
which further helped in the dyeing with basic dyes (Harper, 1991). Researchers Lo, Li, Yuen,
and Yeung (2007), in their article, discussed the concept of polymer grafting after penetration
of low molecular weight polymers into the fibers, which would further be grafted and crosslinked, thus replacing the weak hydrogen bonds with strong covalent bonds. It was further
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claimed that once the hydroxyl groups of the cellulose chains were masked with graft
polymerization, it prevented further reactivity of hydroxyl groups ((Lo et al., 2007.
There is ample literature to support the fact that polycarboxylic acids with
functionality higher than three, can be used in the presence of a catalyst and initiator to
impart wrinkle recovery to the cellulosic-based textiles. Researchers over a period of few
decades have tried some polycarboxylic acids as a cross-linking agent and have experimented
with catalysts and later with initiators to establish a process to impart wrinkle recovery at
various levels to cotton and, eventually, to other cellulosic-based textiles like rayon.
Literature also proves that from the family of polycarboxylic acids, tri- and tetracarboxylic
acids have provided significant results as cross-linking agents (Kottes Andrews, 1990).
However, not many research studies have been reported with combinations of mono- and
dicarboxylic acid formulations applied on cotton or linen to enhance their wrinkle recovery.
The attachment mechanism proposed by Ghosh and Das (2000) and Das and Munshi
(2006) for the chemical application of the finish, as seen in Figures 17, 18, and 19, on the
cellulosic textile materials served as the conceptual framework for this study. Since, Ghosh
and Das (2000) and Das and Munshi (2006) in their studies, do not discuss the wash
durability of the chemical attachment of the finish to the cellulosic chains, this research
focused on the optimization of the recipe and further test its wash durability up to 20 laundry
cycles. With the growing demands for eco-friendly products due to growing health issues,
lack of safety during production, application, storage, use, and unsafe disposal of chemicals
in the environment has led to massive concerns for human life and sustainability in today's
world (Bajaj, 2002).
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Therefore, this research focused primarily on the combination of mono- and
dicarboxylic acids in the presence of a catalyst and an initiator where the recipes were tested
on two different textile materials-cotton and linen. Unlike in the past, where single
carboxylic acid had been explored as the cross-linking agent and where tear strength, tensile
strength, stiffness, and whiteness index had always been the area of investigation, this
research was designed with upscaling opportunity to optimize three recipe formulations using
combinations of mono- and dicarboxylic acids and to test the durability of the best finish at
three diferrent pΗ levels to be further examined and compared to two different textile
materials.
Since a lot of fundamental researches using cotton fiber were done in the 1940s and
1950s, this study has referenced to some articles from those periods related to the structure of
cotton, linen, and cross-linking agents. This study compared the data between the groups for
the two textiles and also with the untreated sample. In the past, research studies have been
done using, single textile material, mostly cotton.
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Chapter 3. Methodology

This chapter details the experimental process that leads to the formulation of the
finish, its application process, and collection of data based on standardized test procedure.
This experimental research used textile materials as the experimental units, and because more
than one independent variable with different levels was included, a factorial design was used
to assess the effects of independent variables on dependent variables. Also, mutual effects of
more than one variable on responses can be detected. Thus, this study used a 2x3x3 full
factorial design for cotton and linen textile fabrics separately to reduce the number of
experiments.
The full factorial design allowed for understanding relationships between the
independent and dependent variables, which helped determine whether the treatment had an
appreciable effect on the dependent variables for cotton and linen textile fabrics. This study
refers to exploratory research conducted by Das and Munshi (2006) where some of their
concepts were considered in the current study.
Preliminary Research
This research was started with an initial investigation for the selection of
experimental variables, which eventually led to the determination of different levels for each
of the independent variables for a more intensive study. In the preliminary phase of the study,
acid types (four different carboxylic acids, i.e., BTCA, itaconic acid, maleic anhydride, and
methacrylic acid) were used at different concentrations and combinations under different pΗ
and application temperatures. The initial investigation resulted in 15 samples where the
factorial design was not used. However, the preliminary experiments were performed to
eliminate the parameters and chemicals that did not show any effects on the fabric regarding
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wrinkle recovery angle and wrinkle recovery appearance rating on the fabric samples. The
initial investigation also helped in determining the catalyst (i.e., sodium dihydrogen
phosphate) and initiator (i.e., potassium persulfate was chosen instead of benzoyl peroxide
for this study).

Figure 20. Detailed schematic of experimental process.

Figure 20 shows a detailed schematic of the experimental process followed in this
study. The box on the top left of Figure 20 briefly describes the preliminary experiments that
helped determine appropriate chemicals for the final experiment. During the preliminary
experimental stage, the finish application process, which also incorporated drying and curing
time and temperature, was optimized. Three best combinations of carboxylic acids, three pΗ
levels, and two acid concentration levels for the finish formulation were finalized based on
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the data obtained from the wrinkle recovery angle and wrinkle recovery appearance rating
measurements. It was also decided that the same recipes and application process would be
followed for the two types of cellulosic textiles—cotton and linen. Thus, based on the
preliminary experiments, a balanced 2x3x3 surface factorial design was developed where
independent variables, such as a combination of carboxylic acids, the concentration of the
carboxylic acids in the finish formulation, and pΗ levels of the formulation, were selected for
two experimental units, i.e., cotton and linen. Table 2 lists all the independent variables with
their levels, along with the experimental units (i.e., cotton and linen). Figure 20 indicates
that, after the finish preparation and application, the treated sample specimens were tested for
attachment of the finish by checking the COOH value (carboxyl ‘n’ group content).
Performance of the treated samples was checked using values obtained from wrinkle
recovery angle and wrinkle recovery appearance rating of the textile fabrics. Figure 20 also
indicates that based on the test result matrix, one best sample of cotton and linen each was
selected, and the acid combination and concentration were kept constant. However, the other
two samples of cotton or linen had the same recipes with two different pH values. Those six
samples were then laundered 20 times. Data from wrinkle recovery angle (WRA) were noted
after every five laundry cycles starting from zero wash until 20 washes. The FTIR spectrum
was noted for the unwashed samples, and 20 times washed samples.
To see the outcome regarding attachment and performance of the fabrics, samples
were randomly extracted from the two types of fabrics to be treated with the finish
formulation. When cotton and linen are manufactured, fibers from different fields or regions
of the world are mixed to form bales. In all likelihood, bales from different countries are
mixed in a textile mill before yarn formation, which eventually leads to the manufacturing of
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fabric. Thus, randomization starts at the fiber stage itself. In this research, samples were
randomly assigned to the control (untreated) and the treatment groups, which is a definite
indication that any difference between samples was small or by chance, thus minimizing
threats to external validity (Leedy & Ormrod, 2013).
Table 2
Factorial Design for the Study.

Fabric-2 (100% Fabric-1 (100%
linen/flax)
cotton)

Combination A

Combination B

Combination C

pΗ4

pΗ5

pΗ6

pΗ4

pΗ5

pΗ6

pΗ4

pΗ5

Acid
concentration 6%

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

pΗ
6
X

Acid
concentration 8%

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Acid
concentration 6%

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Acid
concentration 8%

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Procurement and Preparation of Fabric
Cotton and linen textiles were procured online from Dharma Trading Co., based in
California, as they sell unfinished textiles that can be used for further treatments like dying,
printing, and other chemical finishing. A two-inch margin was left from the selvage of the
fabric before randomly extracting the samples. Once the textile materials were scoured and
line dried, they were cut into 19 pieces from cotton fabric and 19 from linen fabric. These
larger specimens were randomly picked for finish application. Once all the cotton and linen
specimens were treated with the finish formulation, the templates for the wrinkle recovery
angle test, COOH value test, FTIR, and wrinkle recovery appearance tests were marked
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randomly on the warp/lengthwise or the weft/crosswise grain of the fabric, as shown in
Figure 21, and cut as per the requirements of the standard test methods. Nineteen samples of
approximate 23 in x 7 in were extracted from six yards of fabric and randomly picked for the
18 recipes, while one sample served as the control group. Twelve samples for WRA test (six
warp and six weft direction) were extracted randomly from different sections of the treated as
well as untreated fabric for testing. Thus, randomization took place at two levels: first while
procuring the fabric and second during random extraction and assignment of samples. Figure
21 indicates the random sampling procedure widely accepted for lab-based experimental
research in textiles and clothing. The length parallel to the paper indicates the warp direction,
and the crosswise direction indicates the weft for the fabric. For FTIR and titration test, two
samples were cut out randomly. For the appearance test, one sample was cut out randomly.

Figure 21. Random sampling of fabric samples.

Fabric Preparation
A dissolution test was performed for cotton and linen using 70% reagent grade
sulfuric acid, which was used as received from Sigma Aldrich. The test confirmed that the
cotton and linen were 100% pure as the fibers for both textiles dissolved completely. A
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microscopic analysis was done to confirm the morphological characteristics of both cotton
and linen further.
Cotton and linen fabrics were gently scoured using 5% NaOH, by weight of fabric
(for example, if the weight of sample was 10 g then 0.5 g of NaOH would be used for
scouring) to remove any dirt, oil, waxes, lint, or starch acquired during the fabric
manufacturing. Both linen and cotton were already pre-bleached before purchase; hence,
only mild scouring was done in the EMU textile lab before initiating any treatment using the
finish. The scoured fabrics were then washed successively with hot and cold water until the
residual water was neutral in pΗ. The fabrics were then line dried.
Conditioning of Samples
Before initiating the application of treatment, fabric samples were cut out and
conditioned. A TPS Lunaire environmental chamber (CEO910-4) was used for conditioning
the samples at 65% relative humidity (RH) and 21 0C for at least 4 hours before the
treatment. The samples were then weighed to establish initial weights, which enabled the
calculation of exact quantities for all the chemicals that constituted the finish formulation.
The separate formulation was prepared for each of the 36 specimens. Conditioning of the
samples kept the temperature and RH constant, thus helping control interference of any
confounding variable before subjecting the untreated samples to the finish application
procedure.
It was incredibly crucial to note the weight of the fabric sample before starting any
procedure and, after finishing the procedure, upon drying, as it gave the researcher physical
data to determine whether chemical attachment had taken place upon application of
treatment. Similarly, the pH of the solution was noted by the pH meter (HANNA HI98103)
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at every step, including the pH of the water drained after washing the treated specimens to
ensure that the sample was free of any surface residue. These were precautionary measures to
avoid error and indulgence of any confounding variables. This helped to minimize threats to
internal validity and to keep better records of the proceedings of the experiment.
Preparation and Application of the Finish Formulation
Reagent quality carboxylic acids in three combinations, as shown in column 2 of
Table 2, were used for finish preparations in the presence of a catalyst (sodium phosphate
monobasic) and an initiator (potassium persulfate). The initiator generated the free radical for
the polymerization of the acid monomer with the cellulosic textiles. After scouring, drying,
and cutting, pre-cut samples were conditioned using the TPS Lunaire at 21 0C and 65% RH
for  hours minimum. Samples were then weighed, and the weight was noted. The ratio of
fabric weight to formulation volume was 1:25 (wt. of sample:wt. of finish formulation). Once
the total volume of the solution was calculated based on the weight of the specimen using the
ratio 1:25, weights of the chemicals were calculated after that. Once the weight of the
chemicals was calculated, they were subtracted from the volume of the total solution
calculated. Concentrations of the carboxylic acid combinations were 6% and 8%, and the pΗ
was 4, 5, and 6. The concentration of catalyst and initiator was kept constant for all recipes at
5%. Eighteen cotton sample specimens and 18 linen sample specimens were treated with
three different acid combinations at three different pΗ levels for two different concentrations.
The chemicals and deionized water were slowly combined with the aid of a magnetic
stirrer at 250 rpm. The first step was to soak the sample in the solution prepared using
deionized (DI) water and half the concentration of the initiator, i.e., 2.5% (e.g., 2.5 g in 100
ml DI water) in the bath for 20 minutes at 35 0C. The surfactant used was Triton-XTM,
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0.015% by weight of the solution to assist the wetting of sample by reducing the surface
tension. In the next step, the remaining half of the initiator was used in the formulation
comprised of 5% catalyst, and either 6% (e.g., 13.5 g of chemicals in 86.5 ml of DI water) or
8% (e.g., 15.5 g of chemicals in 84.5 ml of DI water) of acids along with 0.015% surfactant
to form the finish formulation. After steeping in the initiator bath for 20 minutes, the samples
were immediately transferred to the second solution bath where they were steeped for 30
minutes at 44 0C. Solutions for both steps were prepared using deionized water. Sodium
carbonate was used to adjust the pΗ.
The sample steeped in the second step for 30 minutes was then passed through a padcure machine (LAB-PRP GmbH; CH-4806 Wikon) using 5-nip-dip to produce 100%
expression/take-up. The pressure of the pad-cure machine was adjusted to 0.1 Mpa, which
enabled a wet-pickup between 100 and 125%. After the pad-cure process, the samples were
subjected to drying in an oven at 95 0C temperature for 5 minutes. The dried samples were
then oven cured at 140 0C temperature for 5 minutes. The cured samples were then allowed
to cool to room temperature, after which they were rinsed with 2% sodium carbonate and
then washed thoroughly with a half tablespoon quantity of Tide Free & GentleTM laundry
detergent (free of dyes and perfume, containing biodegradable ionic, and anionic surfactants)
until the pΗ of the residual water was neutral. The samples were then line dried overnight
and weighed the following day to calculate the percentage weight gain. Separate finish
formulation was prepared for every specimen of cotton and linen.
Once the treated sample specimens were tested for WRA and the data were collected,
the data were analyzed, and the recipe (acid combination+concentration+pΗ) that displayed
the best WRA for both cotton and linen was selected. The other two samples were the same
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acid combination and concentration but with different pΗ values. Those six samples were
then prepared fresh and laundered 20 times using Tide Free & GentleTM.
Table 3
Detail of Carboxylic Acid Combinations, Proportion of Acid Combination, Initiator, &
Catalyst.
Carboxylic acids
Initiator (5%)
Catalyst (5%)
(6% or 8%)
Acid combination A

MA+MAA

(w/w)

50:50

Acid combination B

IA+MAA

(w/w)

50:50

Acid combination C

IA+MA+MAA

(w/w)

35:35:30

Potassium persulfate

Sodium phosphate
monobasic

Potassium persulfate

Sodium phosphate
monobasic

Potassium persulfate

Sodium phosphate
monobasic

Column 2 of Table 3 indicates the combination of acids maleic anhydride, itaconic
acid, methacrylic acid, catalyst sodium phosphate monobasic (also known as sodium
dihydrogen phosphate), and the initiator potassium persulfate was used for the three recipes
A, B, C in the proportions shown in column 2. The acids were combined as shown in Table
2, where the concentration of the initiator (i.e., 5%) and catalyst (i.e., 5%) in the formulation
was constant for both the 6% and 8% acid concentrations. All chemicals were procured from
Sigma Aldrich based in the U.S., were of Reagent grade, and were not further purified during
the experimental process.
Table 4 gives details of the fabric types and its physical dimensions regarding
construction, the number of warps/ends and weft/picks per square inch, yarn fineness and
linear density in cotton count depicted as Ne, and area density in ounce per square yard. The
details provided in Table 4 help further to generalize the results. Cotton count denoted as Ne
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is defined as the number of hanks, which are 840 yards in length per pound (Gordon & Hsiel,
2007).
Table 4
Fabric Details
Fabric

Weave Ends per
Inch

Picks
per Inch

Cotton Count Cotton Count
(Warp)
(Weft)

Average
Area
Density

100% Cotton

Plain

62

52

33.64 Ne

29.20 Ne

3.28 oz/sq.
yd.

100 % Linen

Plain

63

45

15.36 Ne

15.68 Ne

4.65
oz/sq.yd.

Attention Paid to Minimize Threats to Internal Validity
This experimental process had several different independent variables, including the
concentration of the acids, types of acid combination, and pH level of the formulation;
however, the concentration of the initiator and catalyst was kept constant at 5% for all
combinations of the finish formulation. The temperature of the formulation bath was also
kept constant at 44 0C. To obtain best results required for graft polymerization and crosslinking of polymers during the experimental process, other parameters, such as pH of the
solution, drying temperature, and curing temperature, were carefully observed. The entire
experimental process was examined at every step to identify and minimize any chance of
error. Functioning of every instrument was observed, and its calibration and reliability were
ensured before the experiment was started.
Testing of Treated and Untreated Samples
Wrinkle recovery angle was measured using the procedure of the test method
AATCC 66-1990, which works on the principle that crease is imparted to a textile material
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upon application of a predetermined load. The sample dimension was 15 x 40 mm, and six
specimens from the warp direction and six specimens from the weft direction of the textile
material were randomly extracted. Samples were conditioned, and the crease was then
imparted by placing a load of 500 g for 5 minutes. Samples were then removed with the help
of forceps and inserted in an apparatus attached to a rotating disc and protractor. The
specimen was placed in this specimen holder for another 5 minutes. The wrinkle recovery
value was noted with the help of a ruler, where the dangling specimen lined up with some
corresponding angle or marking on the disc. Thee samples were folded face to face, and three
samples were folded back to back. If the mean of the three back-to-back warp or weft of the
specimens was less than (mostly 150) than that of face-to-face value, then the values of all 6
samples for cotton warp directions and cotton weft directions were noted in a tabular form,
which was later used to analyze statistically. The same procedure was followed for linen
fabric samples.
The appearance of the wrinkled specimens were measured using AATCC 128-1999
test method where the test specimens were wrinkled under standard atmospheric conditions
using the standard wrinkling device for this test. Samples were cut out in the dimension of
27.94 cm x 28 cm and wrapped around the top and bottom flange of the AATCC Wrinkle
Tester and then clamped to keep the fabric specimen free of wrinkles in place until the top
flange was released, and the load was applied to impart wrinkles. The pin was then
withdrawn resulting in the lowering of the top flange, after which a predetermined load of
3500 g was placed on the top flange of the apparatus for 20 minutes. After 20 minutes, the
weight was removed, and the specimen was hung by clips on a clothes hanger for 24 hours.
After 24 hours, the samples were evaluated using standard replicas that ranged from a rating
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of 1 to 5, representing poorest to smoothest appearance. Three trained professionals
individually rated the samples, and an average or the ratings were calculated for each sample
specimen.
Carboxyl ‘n’ group content analysis was performed using an Iodometric titration
method (IS: 1560 part I-1974) to check the amount of COO- functional group content, later
referred to as ‘COOH value’ in Chapters 4 and 5. The iodometric titration method is a
standard procedure published in the standard procedure handbook by the Indian Government
under the method number IS: 1560 part I-1974. The procedure has been substantiated to
estimate carboxylic acid groups in cellulosic textile materials. After being made cation free,
treated and untreated cellulose textile materials are steeped and suspended in potassium
iodide, potassium iodate, and sodium chloride solution. To this solution, which has a preweighed textile material of 0.5 g, sodium thiosulfate is added to capture the iodine from
vaporizing and hence disappearing. Thiosulfate solution also facilitates the completion of the
reaction by reacting with any liberated iodine. The excess thiosulfate is then titrated with a
standardized iodine solution. The amount of iodine solution used to titrate the thiosulfate
solution with the cellulose material (treated or untreated) is used to calculate the carboxylic
content per 100 grams of sample. A blank titration without specimen is also observed to help
with the calculations. Details of the procedure are enclosed in Appendix A.
The treated samples were also analyzed for weight gain by weighing the sample
before and after the treatment for dry-add-on, and the percentage weight gain was calculated.
The treated samples were subjectively analyzed for carboxyl, and carbonyl peaks using an
FTIR spectrometer. The FTIR spectrum was also observed for 6 laundered samples that were
laundered 20 times to check the wash durability of the finish.
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The FTIR spectroscopy was used to obtain an infra-red spectrum of transmission for
the treated and untreated cotton and linen sample specimens. The range selected was between
3,500 and 900 cm-1. A Perkin Elmer FTIR Spectrometer Frontier (Universal ATR Sampling
Accessory, LR64912C) was used. The graphs in this study will show transmittance peaks
appearing on the x-axis as wavenumbers, and intensities are on the y-axis in percentage units.
Instruments and Apparatus
Standard instruments available in the textile lab, such as AATCC Wrinkle Recovery
Angle Tester 128 (manufactured and sold by J.D. Edwards Inc.), AATCC three-dimensional
durable press replicas for the test no. 128, and Perkin Elmer FTIR Spectrometer Frontier
(Universal ATR Sampling Accessory, LR64912C), were used for collecting data. Other
instruments that were used during the experiment process were a TPS Lunaire-conditioning
chamber (CEO910-4), weighing balance (OHAUS Explorer P/N:490203), pad-cure machine
(LAB-PRP GmbH; CH-4806 Wikon), hot-air oven (Fischer Scientific Co. model-402),
magnetic stirrer (SCILOGEX MS-H-Pro; Sr. No. MA1A000786), laundry machine with
dryer (Frigidaire-washer &dryer; heavy-duty, extra-large capacity), and pΗ meter (HANNA
HI98103). It was ensured that the instruments were calibrated and in good working
conditions within the past 12 months of use to minimize threats to internal validity. All
measurement methods remained the same, and only the researcher operated the instruments
while performing the experiment and collecting the data, thus ensuring minimization of
threats to internal validity. Throughout the finish application and even for titration process,
several beakers, flasks, glass stirrers, burette, and flat troughs were used.
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Population and Sample
Six yards of mill bleached, plain weave 100% cotton of 62 ends per inch and 52 picks
per inch, 33.64 Ne for warp, 29.20 Ne for weft, and an average area density of 3.28 oz./sq.
yard cotton fabric was used to extract samples for the experiment. The bolt from which the
six yards of fabric was severed and mailed served as the population for this research.
However, the results can be generalized to all cotton textiles material having the same weave
structure and the number of ends, picks, yarn count, and density.
Six yards of mill bleached plain weave 100% linen with 63 ends per inch, 45 picks
per inch, 15.36 Ne for warp, 15.68 Ne for weft, and an average area density of 4.65 oz./sq.
yard linen fabric was used to extract samples. The bolt from which the six yards of fabric was
severed and mailed served as the population for this research. However, the results can be
generalized to all linen textiles having the same weave structure and the same number of
ends, picks, yarn count, and density.
Nineteen samples (one control, 18 treatment group) extracted from the six yards of
cotton fabric served as the sample for the cotton material. Similarly, 19 (one control, 18
treatment group) samples extracted from six yards of the linen fabric served as the sample for
the linen material.
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Figure 22. Schematic of the study

Figure 22 provides a schematic explanation of the entire research process in brief,
highlighting the steps involved in the completion of the research.
Data Collection Summarized
After the application of the finish formulation, as apparent from the research design in
Figure 20, the samples were tested for percentage weight gain, FTIR spectroscopy, and
COOH value using iodometric titration, wrinkle recovery angle, and wrinkle recovery
appearance. The data were collected and saved, which helped the researcher to determine the
best two samples to be further used for the wash durability/laundry test. From the 36 samples
generated as apparent by the factorial design, two best samples (one for cotton and one for
linen) were picked. The other two samples for cotton and linen were designed to be treated
with the same acid combination and concentration but different pΗ levels. All six samples
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were then laundered for 20 laundry cycles. After every five laundry cycles, samples were
tested for wrinkle recovery angle, but FTIR spectroscopy was done only at the end of 20
laundry cycles. The data were compared to the data of the six-corresponding treated but
unwashed samples.
•

Specimens were conditioned for four hours before weighing under universal textile
conditions where RH was 65 ± 1% and temperature 210 ± 1 0C, for both treated and
untreated samples, and the difference in weight was expressed in percent weight gain
by the treated specimen due to the application of the finish.

•

The treated fabric was tested for COOH groups using volumetric iodometric titration
(IS: 1560 Part I 1974). Esterification can be confirmed subjectively with the presence
of carbonyl and carboxyl peaks using FTIR.

•

Determination of wrinkle recovery appearance of the treated fabric was tested using
AATCC-128 test method, and then compared to other specimens and also the
untreated fabric.

•

Wrinkle recovery angle of the treated fabric was tested using AATCC-66 test method
and was compared to each other and the untreated fabric.

•

Wrinkle recovery angle test was repeated after every five laundry cycles until 20
cycles, such as at zero washes, five washes, 15 washes, and 20 washes. The FTIR
spectrum was obtained after the 20th laundry cycle and compared to a treated but
unwashed sample.
Since standard test methods were used for testing and collecting data using standard

instruments/apparatus designed to measure precisely WRA and wrinkle recovery appearance
and FTIR spectrum, this reduced the threat to internal validity and assured reliability. Since
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the samples were preconditioned before testing, the threat to internal validity due to the
possibility of confounding variables was also reduced.
Data Analysis
The focus of the research was to develop a finish using a combination of carboxylic
acids that enhance the crease recovery property of 100% cotton and 100% linen fabrics but
do not wash off after a few washes, as has happened in the past. The randomly selected
samples were tested between the treatment groups and also compared to the untreated group.
Bar graphs, trend graphs, and polar graphs were used along with an analysis of variance
(ANOVA) using MS Excel and SPSS. Data were primarily explained using confidence
interval as it gives two ranges with a degree of confidence at 95% or specified probability
between which the population parameter should fall (Moghazy, 2002). Therefore, confidence
interval bands were calculated using pooled standard deviation formula to compare the mean
values of untreated and all treated fabric samples. ANOVA was performed because one of
the independent variables in this study was categorical. ANOVA enabled the researcher to
compare the statistical significance of the main effect and the interaction effect of various
independent variables on one dependent variable.
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Chapter 4. Results and Discussions
In this chapter, the experimental data are reported in sections using the bar, line, and
polar graphs, and tables. Data are primarily explained through mean comparison using
confidence band. For some analysis, ANOVA was performed to understand the variance in
the collected data. The data are segregated based on attachment of the finish, that is, the
reaction and attachment of the acid groups to the cellulosic chains, which is measured using
the COOH values of specimens and by a subjective analysis of FTIR spectra. The
performance of treated samples is documented using the WRA and wrinkle recovery
appearance rating test results. ANOVA was performed using SPSS software, version 24.
Percentage Weight Gain by Treated Samples
Table 5
Relationship Between % Weight Gain and pΗ
pH Effects
Acid Combination
B
4.00%
6.10%
5.90%

Sample
Array
C6x4
C6x5
C6x6

A
3.00%
6.20%
5.74%

C8x4
C8x5
C8x6

6.00%
6.10%
5.20%

3.00%
6.05%
6.00%

10.00%
6.62%
5.00%

L6x4
L6x5
L6x6

3.00%
5.30%
3.20%

5.50%
3.50%
4.30%

6.50%
3.50%
3.50%

L8x4
L8x5
L8x6

8.00%
4.00%
3.00%

6.50%
4.50%
4.40%

6.50%
5.40%
4.50%

No consistent trend

No consistent trend

Inverse Effect
of pΗ

C
8.80%
6.40%
5.70%
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The elaboration of all codes in Table 5 column 1 are provided in Appendix B for
cotton samples, and Appendix C, for linen samples. The code C6x4 indicates fabric cotton
treated at concentration 6% and at pΗ 4. Similarly, code L6x4 indicates fabric linen treated at
6% concentration and at pΗ 4.
Table 5 indicates the percentage weight gain due to a dry add-on of treated cotton and
linen samples specimens. Data from Table 5 also indicate that percent weight gain is
inversely proportionate to the pΗ especially for all recipes of acid combination C. A
remarkable consistency of inverse relationship was not evident in all samples treated with
acid combinations A and B.
Table 6
Relationship Between % Weight Gain and Acid Concentration
Acid Concentration Effects
Acid Concentrations
Sample
Array
6%
8%
CxA4
3.00%
6.00%
CxB4
4.00%
3.00%
CxC4
8.80%
10.00%
CxA5
6.20%
6.10%
CxB5
6.10%
6.50%
CxC5
6.40%
6.62%
CxA6
5.74%
5.20%
CxB6
5.90%
6.00%
CxC6
5.70%
5.00%
LxA4
3.00%
8.00%
LxB4
5.30%
4.00%
LxC4
3.20%
3.00%
LxA5
5.50%
6.50%
LxB5
3.50%
4.50%
LxC5

4.30%

4.40%

Difference
3.00
-1.00
1.2
-0.10
0.40
0.22
-0.54
0.10
-0.70
5.00
-1.30
-0.20
1.00
1.00
0.10

LxA6
LxB6
LxC6

6.50%
3.50%
3.50%

6.50%
4.50%
4.50%

0.00
1.00
1.00

Trend
↑
↓
↑
↑
↓
↑
↑
↑
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From Table 6, it is observed that the percent weight gain in the treated samples for
both cotton and linen were similar for 6% concentration and 8% concentration, indicating
that the two levels of concentration do not show sufficient differences in finish add-on. A
comparison of the percentage weight gains can also be observed from Table 7, which shows
that cotton samples have a relatively higher weight gain than the linen samples.
Table 7
Percentage Weight Gain in Cotton and Linen Sample Specimens
Fabric Effects
Sample Array (concentration,
combination, pΗ
6A4
6B4
6C4
6A5
6B5
6C5
6A6
6B6
6C6
8A4
8B4
8C4
8A5
8B5
8C5
8A6
8B6
8C6

Fabrics
Cotton Linen
3.00% 3.00%
4.00% 5.50%
8.80% 6.50%
6.20% 5.30%
6.10% 3.50%
6.40% 3.50%
5.74% 3.20%
5.90% 4.30%
5.70% 3.50%
6.00% 8.00%
3.00% 6.50%
10.00% 6.50%
6.10% 4.00%
6.05% 4.50%
6.62% 5.40%
5.20% 3.00%
6.00% 4.40%
5.00% 4.50%

←

Cotton higher
- 2 samples

←

Cotton higher
- all samples

←

Cotton higher
- all samples

←

No consistent
trend

←

Cotton higher
- all samples

←

Cotton higher
- all samples

Column 1 of Table 7 shows the percentage of the acid, acid combination, and the pΗ
level in the finish formulation. For example, 6A4 indicate 6% concentration, acid
combination-A and pΗ-4.
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Research Question 1
To what extent is there a significant difference between the treated and untreated
fabric samples for the COOH values of cotton fabric?
Trend Analysis

Figure 23. COOH values Vs. pΗ for 6%
concentration for cotton fabric.

Figure 24. COOH values Vs. pΗ for 8%
concentration for cotton fabric.

Figures 23 and 24 show plots of COOH values (on the y-axis) versus pΗ levels (on
the x-axis) for treated cotton fabric samples at 6% concentration and 8% concentration. The
COOH values on the y-axis are in units of milliequivalents per 100 grams of samples. The
acid combination A is depicted by the color blue, B by orange and, C by black. The lines in
the two graphs in Figures 23 and 24 indicate the trend of the data.
In Figure 23, it can be observed that acid combination C has the highest variance in
COOH values between pΗ 4, 5, and 6, where there is a visual drop in COOH values with an
increase in pΗ levels. A somewhat similar pattern is observed for acid combination B, which
does not show a very high COOH value for pΗ 4 as compared to acid combination C. The
COOH values for acid combination B decrease with an increase in pΗ values from 4 to 6.
Therefore, for acid combinations B and C, there is a clear inverse relationship between
COOH values and pΗ levels. The trend for recipe A, however, is different, as the COOH
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value for pΗ 5 seem to be higher than that of pΗ 4, showing an inconsistent or no trend as
compared to that of acid combinations B and C. It is also, evident from the graph in Figure
23 that the COOH values are low for all samples treated at pΗ 6.
Figure 24 shows a plot of COOH values (on the y-axis) versus pΗ levels (on the xaxis) for treated cotton fabric samples at 8% concentration. There is a visual drop in COOH
values with an increase in pΗ level for acid combination C, which shows the highest variance
in COOH values between pΗ 4, 5, and 6. Acid combination B show a similar trend but does
not indicate unusually high COOH value for the sample treated at pΗ 4 as compared to acid
combination C. Acid combination B also has a decrease in COOH values with an increase in
pΗ levels from 4 to 6. Therefore, for acid combinations B and C, there is a clear inverse
relationship between COOH values and pΗ. However, the trend for recipe A is different as
the COOH value for samples treated at pΗ 5 is higher than that of pΗ 4, showing an
inconsistent trend as compared to that for acid combinations B and C. The graph indicates
that regardless of acid combinations, the COOH values are low for all samples treated at
pΗ 6.
Mean Comparison Using Confidence Interval
The mean COOH values for all treated cotton samples is 60 milliequivalents per 100
grams of sample, and the mean COOH values for untreated cotton samples is 2.105
milliequivalents per 100 grams of sample. The confidence interval (C.I.) or confidence band,
at 95%, is calculated to be ±20.23 using the formula; 𝑠 = √

𝑠12 +𝑠22
2

where S is the pooled

standard deviation and s1 and s2 are the standard deviations for the two samples. Therefore,
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𝐶. 𝐼. = 𝑋̅𝑖 − 𝑋̅𝑗 ±

𝑞𝑠
√𝑛

where 𝑋̅𝑖 is the mean of sample set-1, 𝑋̅𝑗 is the mean of sample set-2,

q is the constant at 95% C.I., n is the number of samples.
The difference between the mean values of treated and untreated fabric samples that
is 57.9, well exceeds the confidence band of ±20.23, which is a significant difference where
treated fabric samples show higher COOH values than that of untreated samples, indicating
successful attachment of the finish.
ANOVA for COOH Values for Treated Cotton Fabric Samples.
ANOVA was also performed using SPSS on the data obtained from titration. There
was a significant main effect of all the independent variables-acid combinations, pΗ levels,
and concentrations on the COOH values of treated cotton fabric samples with F(2, 18) =
17.9, F(2, 18) = 262.4, F(1, 18) = 44.95, at p = .000 for all three variables. There is a
significant interaction effect of acid combinations, concentrations and pΗ levels on the
COOH values for cotton samples with F(4, 18) = 3.841, p = .020. However, the two-way
interaction of the independent variables-acid combination and concentration is not significant
with F(2,18) = 2.06; p = .157. This indicate that the two concetration levels (6% and 8%) are
behaving in a similar manner, and the three acid combinations are also not showing enough
variance. The adjusted R squared of 0.958 at α = 0.05, indicate that the independent variables
explain 96% of the variance in the dependent variable. The details of the ANOVA table for
COOH values of treated cotton samples are enclosed under Appendix D.
FTIR Analysis of Treated and Untreated Cotton
Scientific analysis using FTIR spectrum of the untreated and treated cotton fabric
samples was done to further confirm the statistical analysis. All the other treated cotton fabric
samples have similar spectra; therefore, one recipe was chosen to illustrate the changes in the
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spectra due to possible esterification by the acid groups. The spectrum of the treated cotton
sample as seen in Figure 25 in red, is treated with acid combination C, concentration 8%, and
pΗ 4. The FTIR spectrum of all treated cotton sample specimens are included in Appendix B.
The FTIR spectrum of untreated cotton, as seen in Figure 25, shows a prominent
band at wavenumber 1643 cm-1 as seen in gray attributed to O-H bending due to adsorbed
water (Liu & Kim, 2017; Noureddine, Cabrales, & Haigler, 2014). The same peak at 1643
cm-1 reduces in intensity to become wider transforming into three distinct peaks in the treated
samples. The band at 1715 cm-1 indicates an aromatic C=O stretching originating from
(ester/acid) carbonyl group (Liu & Kim, 2017; Yank, 2001); 1640 cm-1 indicates C=C
stretching (Chung, Lee, & Choe, 2004; Cabrales, & Haigler, 2014). The band at 1578 cm-1
indicates the asymmetric stretching mode of carboxylate carbonyl (Choi, 1992; Yang, 1993).
It is also observed that the intensity of the peak at 3340 cm-1 attributed to OH stretching (Fan,
Dai, & Huang, 2012), typical to both treated and untreated samples, has reduced in the treated
sample indicating an expected change in the spectra of the treated fabric sample.

Figure 25. FTIR spectra of treated and untreated cotton fabric sample.
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It is further observed from the spectra in Figure 25 that the intensity of the peak at
2905 cm-1 attributed to C-H stretch (Fan, Dai, & Huang, 2012), typical to both treated and
untreated samples, show a reduced intensity for the same in the treated sample. A reduction in
the intensity of the bands between 1400 cm-1 and 900 cm-1 is also observed due to the
expected changes in the cellulosic structure of cotton upon application of the treatment.
Discussion on Research Question 1
The data reported for Research Question 1 reveal that there are significant main
effects of independent variables, such as acid combinations, concentration, and pΗ on the
dependent variable-COOH value for cotton fabric specimens. The data for COOH values for
cotton treated fabric samples also indicate that there is significant interaction effect of all the
three independent variables on the COOH values. The change in the COOH values from
untreated to that of treated samples can be attributed possibly to the following chemical
changes as shown in Figures 26, 27, and 28 through conceptual chemical equations. It is
evident that chemical reaction has taken place between the carboxylic acids and the hydroxyl
groups of the cellulosic chains possibly due to esterification, chain polymerization, and crosslinking. The initiator generates free radicals, which propagate grafting of the functional
groups, and the grafted groups cross-link with the adjacent cellulosic chains. This can be
further confirmed by the % weight gain of the treated sample specimens as reported in Table
5. With acid combinations A and B, two different acid monomers are chemically reacting
with the cotton cellulose. Acid combination C has the highest number of carboxyl groups
since it is a combination of (IA, MA, and MAA) three acids, resulting in higher proton
concentration in the finish formulation, which resulted in greater carboxyl groups reacting
with the cotton cellulose, eventually resulting in higher COOH values.
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The change in wave numbers in the FTIR spectrum of treated samples further
scientifically confirm the statistical analysis indicating chemical changes in the cellulosic
polymer chains.

Figure 26. Free radical polymerization and chemical reaction between cellulose & methacrylic acid
(Das & Munshi, 2006).

Figure 27. Comonomer of maleic acid and itaconic acid (Yang, Wang & Lu, 1999)
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(b)

(a)

Figure 28. (a) Chemical reaction between cellulose and itaconic acid. (b) Chemical reaction between
cellulose and maleic anhydride.

It is also observed that the lower the pΗ of the finish formulation, the higher is the
COOH value upon titration, indicating more attachment of the acid groups due to
esterification, as a formulation with pΗ 4 has a higher number of COOH groups available to
react with the OH groups of cotton cellulose.
As reported in prior studies by Das and Munshi (2006), Das and Munshi (2009),
Ghosh and Das (2000), cotton textile fabric, when treated with carboxylic acid or a
combination of carboxylic acids in the presence of an initiator and a catalyst, undergoes an
esterification and graft polymerization reaction, followed by cross-linking upon curing of the
treated sample. Acid combination A showed lower COOH values for samples treated at pΗ 4
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and higher COOH values for samples treated at pΗ 5, which is possibly because the
combination of maleic anhydride and methacrylic acid did not chemically react with the
cellulosic chains as much as acid combination C. Moreover, upon observing the confidence
band, the COOH values for acid combination A, for all three pΗ levels were not significantly
apart, indicating closer COOH values for all three pΗ levels. Samples treated at pΗ 5 showed
only slightly higher values than that treated at pΗ 4 and pΗ 6.
Thus, the data obtained upon quantitative testing of the treated specimen using
titration confirms the fact that a chemical reaction has taken place between the polymeric
chains of the cotton cellulose and carboxyl groups from the finish formulation possibly as
illustrated in Figures 26, 27, and 28. The data supports causation as the values of carboxyl
content of treated cotton fabric samples were significantly higher than that of untreated
samples, justifying the selection of independent variables for the formulation of the finish to
make cotton wrinkle resistant.
Research Question 2
To what extent is there a significant difference between the treated and untreated
fabric samples for the COOH values of linen fabric?
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Trend Analysis

Figure 29. COOH values Vs. pΗ for 6%
concentration for linen fabric

Figure 30. COOH values Vs. pΗ for 8%
concentration for linen fabric

Figures 29 and 30 shows a plot of COOH values (on the y-axis) versus pΗ levels (on
the x-axis) for treated linen fabric samples at 6% and 8% concentrations. The acid
combinations A is depicted by the color blue, B by orange, and C by black. The lines in the
two graphs in Figures 29 and 30 helps to observe the trend of the data.
In Figure 29, it is observed that acid combination C has the highest variance in
COOH values between pΗ 4, 5, and 6, where there is a visual drop in COOH values with an
increase in pΗ. A somewhat similar pattern is observed for acid combination B, as COOH
values are going down with an increase in pΗ values from 4 to 6. Therefore, for acid
combinations B and C, there is a clear inverse relationship between COOH values and pΗ.
The trend for recipe A, however, is slightly different as the COOH values for pΗ 6 seem to
be similar to that of pΗ 5, showing the somewhat inconsistent trend as compared to that of
acid combination, B and C. However, an inverse relationship is observed in acid combination
A for pΗ 4 and pΗ 5.
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In Figure 30, it is observed that acid combination C does not have the highest
variance in COOH values between pΗ 4, 5, and 6. However, there is a visual drop in COOH
values with an increase in pΗ. A somewhat similar trend is observed for acid combination B.
Acid combination B have the COOH values going down with an increase in pΗ values from
4 to 6. Therefore, for acid combinations B and C, there is a clear inverse relationship between
the COOH values and pΗ. The trend for recipe A, however, is different as the COOH value
for pΗ 6 seem to be higher than pΗ 4 and 5. However, upon calculating the confidence band,
there is no significant difference between the three values for combination A, indicating a
lack of trend due to very similar values for all three pΗ levels.
Mean Comparison Using Confidence Interval
The mean COOH values for all treated cotton samples is 49 milliequivalents per 100
grams of sample, and the mean COOH values for untreated cotton samples is 3.025
milliequivalents per 100 grams of sample. The confidence interval, at 95%, is calculated to
be ±16.55. The difference between the mean values of treated and untreated fabric samples
well exceeds the confidence band indicating a significant difference where treated fabric
samples show higher COOH values than that of untreated samples, indicating a successful
chemical reaction between the carboxyl groups of the finish and the hydroxyl groups of the
cellulosic chains.
ANOVA for COOH Values for Treated Linen Fabric Samples
There is a significant main effect of two independent variables, pΗ and concentration,
on the COOH values for linen fabric samples with F(2, 17) = 20.38, p = .000; F(1, 17) = 5.9;
p = .027 upon analyzing the variance, indicating the fact that acid combinations are behaving
in a similar manner and the variance is not far apart. There is an almost insignificant
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interaction effect of all the independent variables acid combination, concentration and pΗ on
the COOH values for linen samples with F(4, 17) = 2.93, p = .052. This is possibly due to the
acid combinations having no significant main effect and two levels of concentration also
showing a similar pattern resulting in lower F-values for treated linen samples.
The interaction effect of the independent variables-acid combination and
concentration is also not significant with F(2, 17) = 0.423; p = .66. The adjusted R squared,
however, of 0.694 at α = 0.05 indicate that the independent variables explained 69% of the
variance in the dependent variable. The details of the ANOVA table for COOH values of
treated linen samples are enclosed in Appendix E.
FTIR Analysis of Treated and Untreated Linen

Figure 31. FTIR spectrum of treated and untreated linen fabric sample.
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Figure 31 displays FTIR spectra of the untreated and treated linen fabric samples. All
the other treated linen fabric samples have similar spectrum; therefore, one recipe was chosen
to illustrate the changes in the spectra due to esterification with the acids. The spectrum of
treated linen sample as seen in Figure 31 in red is treated with acid combination C,
concentration 8%, and pΗ 4. The FTIR spectra of all treated linen sample specimens are
included in Appendix C.
The FTIR spectrum of untreated linen, as seen in Figure 31, shows a prominent band
at wavenumber 1643 cm-1 as seen in grey attributed to O-H bending due to adsorbed water
(Liu & Kim, 2017; Noureddine, Cabrales, & Haigler, 2014). The band at 1643 cm-1 reduces
in intensity to become wider, transforming into three distinct peaks at 1715 cm-1 indicating
an aromatic C=O stretching originating from (ester/acid) carbonyl group (Liu & Kim, 2017;
Yank, 2001). The band at 1640 cm-1 indicating C=C stretching (Chung, Lee, & Choe, 2004;
Cabrales, & Haigler, 2014). The band at 1578 cm-1 can posibly indicate the assymetric
stretching mode of carboxylate carbonyl (Yang, 1993). It is also observed that the intensity
of the peak at 3340 cm-1 attributed to OH stretching, typical to both treated and untreated
samples, has reduced in the treated sample indicating an expected change in the spectra of the
treated fabric sample.
It is further observed from the spectra in Figure 31 that the intensity of the peak at
2907 cm-1 possibly due to C-H symmetrical stretching, typical to both treated and untreated
samples, shows a reduced intensity for the same in the treated sample. A reduction in the
intensity of the bands between 1400 cm-1 and 900 cm-1 in due to the expected changes in the
cellulosic structure of linen upon application of the treatment.
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Discussion on Research Question 2
The data for Research Question 2 reveals that there is a significant main effect of two
independent variables, such as concentration and pΗ, on the COOH values for linen sample
specimens. The data for COOH values for linen treated samples also indicate that there is an
almost insignificant interaction effect of all the independent variables on the COOH values,
as acid combination also does not have a significant main effect. However, the COOH values
for treated linen fabric samples are significantly higher as calculated using the confidence
interval, as there is a significant difference in the confidence band between the values of
treated and untreated fabric samples. This can be attributed to the chemical reactions as seen
in Figures 26, 27, and 28 as cellulosic chains in the linen polymer chemically react with the
acid groups similarly as does cellulosic chains in the cotton polymer.
The COOH values were, however, lower than that of cotton because of the chemical
composition at a molecular level of linen which is shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8 in Chapter 2.
Linen is a multicellular fiber composed of primarily 71% cellulose, 16.7% hemicellulose, 2%
lignin, 1.8% pectin and 1.5% fats and waxes (Franck, 2005). The structure of hemicellulose
is different from cellulose as seen in Figures 6 and 8 which indicate a linear structure for
cellulose with a higher degree of polymerization and a branched structure for hemicellulose
with a lower degree of polymerization. The structure of lignin is very complicated and
branched, and it is amorphous. Therefore, the possibility of hemicellulose and lignin
participating in a chemical esterification reaction with a carboxylic acid is almost nil.
Because the percentage of cellulose that can participate in the chemical reaction with the
monomers of the carboxylic acids present in a given recipe is between 71% and 75%, the
COOH values for treated linen samples are low as compared to that of cotton, which has
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approximately 95% cellulose content. This is also why % weight gain of linen treated fabric
samples are lower than that of cotton.
There is research on cotton fabric which when treated with carboxylic acid or a
combination of such carboxylic acids in the presence of an initiator and a catalyst, which
undergoes an esterification and grafting reaction, which leads to cross-linking upon curing of
the treated sample (Das & Munshi, 2006; Das & Munshi, 2009; Ghosh & Das, 2000). The
same concept and process of application were utilized to treat linen fabric samples to
investigate results. However, there are not many types of research agreed on the same
concept for linen textile fabric.
Acid combination A showed lower COOH values for samples treated at pΗ 4 and
higher COOH values for samples treated at pΗ 6, which is possibly because the combination
of maleic anhydride and methacrylic acid did not chemically react with the cellulosic chains
as much as acid combnation C at pΗ 4. Moreover, the confidence band, indicated no
significant difference between the COOH values for the three pΗ levels suggesting smilar
level of chemical reacions at all three pΗ levels for acid combnation A.
The subjective analysis of FTIR spectrum of all the treated samples (in Appendix C)
illustrates changes in their spectra by the development of specific bands, indicating the
presence of an ester group, which further confirms attachment of the finish to the linen fabric
samples.
Thus, the data obtained upon quantitatively testing of samples using titration confirms
a chemical reaction has taken place between the polymeric chains of the linen fibers and
carboxylic acids from the finish formulation possibly due to esterification, grafting and
eventually cross-linking of the cellulose chains. The data supports causation, as each
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independent variable resulted in the change of COOH values for treated linen fabric,
justifying the selection of independent variables for the formulation of the finish to make
linen wrinkle resistant.
Research Question 3
To what extent is there a significant difference between the treated and untreated
fabric samples for WRA values of cotton fabric for warp and weft directions?
Distribution of WRA for Cotton Fabric Through the Polar Graph
The wrinkle recovery angles were plotted on the polar graph as seen in Figures 32
and 33, where the pΗ is represented by the radius of the arcs, and the WRA is in the
segments corresponding to pΗ 4, pΗ 5, and pΗ 6. Polar graphs give a better visual
observation of the distribution of the degrees measured for WRA. The graphs in Figures 32
and 33 show the range of the values of WRA for treated and untreated cotton fabrics for warp
and weft directions.

Figure 32. Polar graph of WRA for cotton
fabric in warp direction.

Figure 33. Polar graph of WRA for cotton
fabric in weft direction.

The WRA values for an untreated sample for cotton fabric in the warp direction have
a range of values between 720 and 850, as seen in red in Figure 32. The WRA values for
treated cotton fabric samples have a range between values 860 and 1320 as seen in colors
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blue, brown, and shades of black, which are higher than the WRA values of untreated cotton
fabric sample in the warp direction.
The WRA values for an untreated sample for cotton fabric in the weft direction have
a range of values between 780 and 950, as seen in red in Figure 33. The WRA values for
treated cotton fabric samples vary between 930 and 1540 as seen in colors blue, brown, and
shades of black, which are higher than the WRA values of untreated cotton fabric sample in
the warp direction.
Mean Comparison of WRA Data Using Confidence Interval
The bar graph as seen in Figure 34 and Figure 35 represents the mean values of WRA
associated with untreated cotton fabric and the treated cotton fabric with different recipes for
both warp and weft direction. The last bar (in red) on the two graphs in Figures 34 and 35
represents the mean WRA value for the overall treated (all recipes combined) cotton samples
for warp and weft directions.
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Figure 34. Mean comparison of WRA for cotton fabric samples in the warp direction.

The bar graph in Figure 34 shows the comparison of the mean of WRA between
untreated cotton, treated cotton fabric for all the three recipes (A, B, C) and overall treated
cotton fabrics in the warp direction. The data indicates an increase in mean value for all
treated cotton samples collectively (last bar on the graph in red) by 29.510 (108-78.67). The
confidence interval, at 95% between untreated and overall treated samples, is calculated to be
±2.45. The difference between the mean values of overall treated and untreated fabric
samples well exceeds the confidence band indicating a significant difference where treated
fabric samples show higher WRA values than that of untreated samples, indicating successful
attachment of the finish. Moreover, it seems to appear that mean values of WRA for recipe C
> recipe B > recipe A for cotton treated samples for warp direction.
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ANOVA for WRA in the Warp Direction
There is a significant main effect of all the three independent variables, acid
combination, pΗ, and concentration, on the WRA of cotton fabric in the warp direction with
F(2, 90) = 43.86, F(2, 90) = 121.7, F(1, 90) = 2.71 all at p = .000. There is a significant
interaction effect of acid combination, concentration and pΗ on the WRA for cotton fabric in
the warp direction with F(4, 90) = 5.54, p = .000. All two-way interactions were significant.
The adjusted R squared of 0.868 at α = .05, indicate that 87% of the variance in the
dependent variable is explained by the model, which is very high. The details of the ANOVA
table for WRA values of treated cotton samples in the warp directions are enclosed in
Appendix F.

Figure 35. Mean analysis of WRA for cotton fabric samples in the weft direction.

The bar graph in Figure 35 shows the comparison of the mean of WRA between
untreated cotton, treated cotton fabric for all the three recipes (A, B, C), and overall treated
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cotton fabrics (all recipes combined) in the weft direction. The data indicate an increase in
mean value for all treated cotton samples collectively (last bar on the graph in red) by 33.040
(117.87-84.83). The confidence interval, at 95% between untreated and overall treated
samples, is calculated to be ±3.06. The difference between the mean values of overall treated
and untreated fabric samples well exceeds the confidence band indicating a significant
difference where treated fabric samples show high WRA values than that of untreated
samples, indicating successful attachment of the finish. Moreover, it seems to appear that
mean values of WRA for recipe C > recipe B > recipe A for cotton treated samples for weft
direction.
ANOVA for WRA in the Weft Direction
There is a significant main effect of all the three independent variables, acid
combination, pΗ, and concentration, on the WRA of cotton fabric samples in the weft
direction with F(2, 89) = 66.84, F(2, 89) = 175.17, F(1, 89) = 9.93 all at p = .000. There is a
significant interaction effect of acid combination, concentration, and pΗ on the WRA for
cotton fabric samples in the weft direction with F(4, 89) = 15.81, p = 0.000. All two-way
interactions were also significant. The adjusted R squared of 0.929 at α = .05 indicate that
93% of the variance in the dependent variable is explained by the model, which is very high.
The details of the ANOVA table for WRA values of treated cotton samples in the warp
directions are enclosed in Appendix G.
Discussion on Research Question 3
The data for Research Question 3 revealed through confidence interval that there is a
significant difference between the mean WRA values of treated and untreated cotton fabric
samples for both warp and weft directions. The results from ANOVA also indicated that
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there is the significant main effect of the independent variables, such as acid combinations,
concentration, and pΗ, on the WRA for both warp and weft directions of cotton fabric
sample specimens. The data for WRA for both cotton fabric in warp and weft directions also
indicate that there is a combined interaction effect of all the independent variables on the
WRA.
The change in the values from untreated to treated can be possibly attributed to the
chemical reaction as shown in Figures 26, 27, and 28. The mean WRA values for treated
cotton fabric samples are significantly higher, and there is a significant difference in the
confidence band between the values of treated and untreated fabric samples for warp and
weft direction. As reported by Das and Munshi (2006), Das and Munshi (2009), Ghosh and
Das (2000), cotton textile fabric when treated with carboxylic acid in the presence of an
initiator and a catalyst undergoes an esterification, and grafting reaction, followed by crosslinking upon curing of the treated sample.
Wrinkle recovery angle is a measure of wrinkle resistance performance of the treated
sample. The first indication of the attachment of the treatment is the % weight gain by the
treated fabric samples which is in a measurable confined amount, i.e., approximately
4%10% gain in weight of the treated samples. Anything more than that can lead to an
interference with the fabric properties, which may also increase the WRA but can
compromise with other properties such as hand, stiffness, and possibly the strength of the
textile fabric. The high COOH values further confirm attachment of acid groups. It is
observed that samples with higher COOH values have high WRAs. The data supports
causation, as each independent variable resulted in the change of WRA values, justifying the
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selection of independent variables for the formulation of the finish to make cotton wrinkle
resistant.
Research Question 4
To what extent is there a significant difference between the treated and untreated
fabric samples for WRA values of linen fabric for warp and weft directions?
Distribution of WRA for Linen Fabric Through Polar Graph

Figure 36. Polar graph of WRA for linen Fabric
in the warp direction.

Figure 37. Polar graph of WRA for linen Fabric
in the weft direction.

The wrinkle recovery angles were plotted on the polar graph as seen in Figures 36
and 37, where the pΗ is indicated by the radius of the arc, and the WRA is in the segments
corresponding to pΗ 4, pΗ 5, and pΗ 6.
In Figure 36, the values for untreated samples for linen fabric in the warp direction
have a range between 490 and 580, as seen in red. The values for treated linen fabric samples
have a range between 610 and 900, as seen in colors blue, brown, and shades of black in
Figure 36, which are higher than that of untreated linen fabric samples.
In Figure 37, the values for untreated linen fabric samples in the weft direction have a
range between 500 and 600, as seen in red. The values for treated samples have a range
between 620 and 1010, as seen in colors blue, brown, and shades of black in Figure 37, which
are higher than that of untreated linen fabric samples.
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Mean comparison of WRA data using confidence interval.
The bar graph as seen in Figures 38 and 39 represents the values of WRA associated
with untreated linen fabric and the treated linen fabric with different recipes for both warp
and weft direction. The last bar on the two graphs in Figures 38 and 39 represents the mean
WRA value for the overall treated (all recipes combined) linen fabric samples for both warp
and weft directions.

Figure 38. Mean comparison of WRA for linen fabric samples in the warp direction.

The bar graph in Figure 38 shows the comparison of the mean of WRA between
untreated linen, treated linen fabric for all the three recipes (A, B, C), and overall treated
linen fabrics in the warp direction. The data indicate an increase in mean value for all treated
linen samples collectively (last bar on the graph in red) by 22.090 (74.26-52.17). The
confidence interval, at 95% between untreated and overall treated samples, is calculated to be
±1.35. The difference between the mean values of overall treated and untreated fabric
samples well exceeds the confidence band, indicating a significant difference where treated
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fabric samples show higher WRA values than that of untreated samples indicating successful
attachment of the finish. Moreover, it seems to appear that mean values of WRA for recipe C
> recipe A > recipe B for linen treated samples for the warp direction.
ANOVA for Linen Fabric for the Warp Direction
There is a significant main effect of all the three independent variables, acid
combination, pΗ, and concentration, on the WRA of linen fabric samples in the warp
direction with F(2, 89) = 45.33, F(2, 89) = 63.15, F(1, 89) = 21.16 all at p = 0.000. There is a
significant interaction effect of acid combination, concentration and pΗ on the WRA for
linen fabric samples in the warp direction with F(4, 89) = 12.82, p = .000. The two-way
interactions were all significant too. The adjusted R squared of 0.764 at α = .05, indicate that
76% of the variance in the dependent variable is explained by the model, which is very high.
The details of the ANOVA table for WRA values of treated linen samples in the warp
directions are enclosed in Appendix H.

Figure 39. Mean comparison of WRA for linen fabric samples in the weft direction.
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The bar graph in Figure 39 shows the comparison of the mean of WRA between
untreated linen fabric, treated linen fabric for all the three recipes (A, B, C), and overall
treated linen fabrics in the weft direction. The data indicate an increase in mean value for all
treated linen samples collectively (last bar on the graph in red) by 22.410 (78.24-55.83). The
confidence interval, at 95% between untreated and overall treated samples, is calculated to be
±1.78. The difference between the mean values of overall treated and untreated fabric
samples well exceeds the confidence band, indicating a significant difference where treated
fabric samples show higher WRA values than that of untreated samples indicating successful
attachment of the finish. Moreover, it seems to appear that mean values of WRA for recipe C
> recipe B > recipe A for linen treated samples for weft direction.
ANOVA for Linen Fabric in the Weft Direction
There is a significant main effect of all the three independent variables, acid
combination, pΗ, and concentration, on the WRA of linen weft samples with F(2, 90) = 33.7,
p = .000; F(2, 90) = 151.16, p = .000; F(1, 90) = 4.232, p = 0.043. There is a significant
interaction effect of acid combination, concentration and pΗ on the WRA for linen fabric
samples in the weft direction with F(4, 90) = 11.70, p = .000. The two-way interactions were
all significant. The adjusted R squared of 0.84 at α = .05, indicate that 84% of the variance in
the dependent variable were explained by the independent variables. The details of the
ANOVA table for WRA values of treated linen samples in the weft directions are enclosed in
Appendix I.
Discussion on Research Question 4
The data for Research Question 4 revealed that there is a significant difference
between the mean WRA values for treated and untreated linen fabric samples. Results also
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indicate that there is a significant main effect of independent variables, i.e., acid
combinations, concentration, and pΗ on the dependent variable WRA for both warp and weft
for linen sample specimens. The data for WRA for both linen warp and weft, also indicate
that there is an interaction effect of all the independent variables on the WRA.
The change in the values from untreated to treated samples can be attributed to the
possible chemical reaction as shown in Figures 26, 27, and 28. Although the values for WRA
for linen are lower than that of cotton specimens, it has still shown a significant increase in
weight gain, as compared to the untreated sample and WRAs post-treatment.
The reason that the WRA values are lower than that of cotton can be attributed to the
molecular structure of linen. As discussed in Chapter 2, linen comprises 75% cellulose,
hemicellulose, and lignin. Since the chemical structure of all the three main components
(cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin) comprising the linen fiber are different from each other, the
amount of chemical reaction between the carboxylic acid groups and the chemical
composition of linen varies as compared to that of cotton. It is expected that only the
cellulose chains within linen are participating mostly in the chemical reaction with the
carboxylic acids in the formulation, as a result of which COOH values are lower than that of
cotton due to lower cellulose content in linen, leading to fewer hydroxyl groups reacting with
the carboxyl groups of the acids. Moreover, linen has high crystallinity that impedes access
to the fiber structure. Linen also has a higher Young's modulus of 100 GPa, indicating poor
elastic recovery property, which causes more wrinkling as compared to cotton. The data,
however, support causation, as each independent variable resulted in significant change in
WRA values for linen fabric samples, justifying the selection of independent variables for the
formulation of the finish to make linen wrinkle resistant.
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Research Question 5
To what extent is there a difference in the wrinkle recovery appearance of cotton and
linen treated and untreated textile fabric samples?

Figure 40. Mean comparison of untreated and all-treated cotton samples for winkle recovery
appearance rating.

Figure 40 shows the mean comparison of wrinkle recovery appearance rating for
untreated cotton fabric sample and all treated cotton fabric samples. The data indicate an
increase in the mean value for all treated cotton fabric samples by 2.6 (3.6-1), i.e., by two
intermediate levels (ratings) as compared to the value of the untreated sample. The
confidence interval, at 95%, is calculated to be ±0.132. The difference between the mean
values of treated and untreated fabric samples well exceeds the confidence band, denoting a
significant difference where treated fabric samples show higher wrinkle recovery appearance
rating, implying successful attachment of the finish.
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Figure 41. Mean comparison of untreated and all-treated linen samples for winkle recovery
appearance rating.

Figure 41 shows the mean comparison of wrinkle recovery appearance rating for
untreated linen fabric sample and all treated linen fabric samples. The data indicate an
increase in the mean value for all treated linen fabric samples by 2.3 (2.83-0.5), i.e., by two
intermediate levels as compared to the value of the untreated sample. The confidence
interval, at 95%, is calculated to be ±0.231. The difference between the mean values of
treated and untreated fabric samples well exceeds the confidence band, suggesting a
significant difference where treated fabric samples show higher wrinkle recovery appearance
rating implying successful attachment of the finish.
Research Question 6
To what extent do the three best samples of cotton fabric retain the wrinkle recovery
treatment after 20 laundry cycles?
All three samples of cotton were treated with acid combination C, concentration 8%
at different pΗ levels of 4, 5 and 6. The values of WRA are always measured in degrees.
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Table 8
Summary of Mean Comparison of WRA for Cotton Fabric for Warp Direction
Confidence
band for
treated
samples
pΗ 4 ±2.940

Mean difference
of WRA between
0 and 5 washes

Mean difference
of WRA between
0 and10 washes

Mean difference Mean difference
of WRA
between 0 and
between 0 and
20 washes
15 washes
20.30
22.170

30

18.50

pΗ 5 ±3.550

110

12.50

130

21.130

pΗ 6 ±3.120

0.30

70

20.80

22.80

Mean Comparison of WRA for Cotton Fabric Treated at pΗ 4 for Warp Direction
The sample treated at pΗ 4 has a confidence band of ±2.940, calculated using the
mean WRA values for treated fabric with 0-wash and mean WRA values for treated fabric
washed for 20 cycles. The difference in the mean values for fabric samples with 0-wash and
5 washes is 30 (125-122), which is close to the confidence band value of ±2.940, as seen in
Table 8. Therefore, the difference is not significant, suggesting no loss of finish applied. The
difference in mean values for 0-wash and ten washes is 18.50, which is higher than the
confidence band of ±2.940. The difference in mean values for 0-wash and 15 washes is 20.30,
as seen in Table 8, which is higher than the confidence band of ±2.940. The difference in
mean values for 0-wash and 20 washes is 22.170, which is much higher than the confidence
band of ±2.940, indicating that there is a significant loss of the finish applied to the fabric
samples resulting is a loss of wrinkle recovery property.
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Comparison of the Mean for Cotton Fabric Treated at pΗ 5 for Warp Direction
The sample treated at pΗ 5 has a confidence band of ±3.550, calculated using the
mean WRA values for treated fabric with 0-wash and mean WRA values for treated fabric
washed for 20 cycles. The difference in the mean values for fabric samples with 0-wash and
5 washes is 11 (115.8-104.8), which is higher than the confidence band value of ±3.550.
Therefore, the difference is highly significant, suggesting a loss of wrinkle recovery property
at 5 washes. The difference in mean values for 0-wash and 10 washes is 12.50, which is
higher than the confidence band of ±3.550. The difference in mean values for 0-wash and 15
washes is 130, which is higher than the confidence band of ±3.550. The exciting discovery is
that values from 5 washes to 15 washes show a change in values by 20. The difference in
mean values for 0-wash and 20 washes is 21.130, which is much higher than the confidence
band of ±3.550, indicating that there is a significant loss of the finish applied to the fabric
samples, resulting in a loss of wrinkle recovery property.
Comparison of the Mean for Cotton Fabric Treated at pΗ 6 for Warp Direction
The sample treated at pΗ 6 has a confidence band of ±3.120, calculated using the
mean WRA values for treated fabric with 0-wash and mean WRA values for treated fabric
washed for 20 cycles. The difference in the mean values for fabric samples with 0-wash and
5 washes is 0.30 (102.8-102.5), which is less than the confidence band value of ±3.120.
Therefore, there is no significant loss of wrinkle recovery property at 5 washes as compared
to 0-wash. The difference in mean values for 0-wash and 10 washes is 70, which is higher
than the confidence band of ±3.120. The difference in mean values for 0-wash and 15 washes
is 20.80, which is higher than the confidence band of ±3.120. There is a drastic drop in WRA
values from 10 to 15 washes. The difference in mean values for 0-wash and 20 washes is
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22.80, which is higher than the confidence band of ±3.120, indicating a significant loss of the
finish applied to the fabric samples, resulting is a loss of wrinkle recovery property. The
changes are also apparent when observed in the trend graph as shown in Figure 28.
Table 9
Summary of Mean Comparison of WRA for Cotton Fabric in the Weft Direction
Confidence
band for
treated
samples
pΗ 4 ±3.030

Mean difference
of WRA
between 0 and 5
washes
4.660

Mean difference
of WRA between
0 and 10 washes

Mean difference
of WRA between
0 and 15 washes

25.830

33.660

Mean
difference
between 0 and
20 washes
36.160

pΗ 5 ±3.340

1.670

100

12.50

20.50

pΗ 6 ±4.230

4.50

9.50

7.670

26.830

Comparison of the Mean for Cotton Fabric Treated at pΗ 4 for Weft Direction
Table 9 shows that the sample treated at pΗ 4 for cotton fabric in the weft direction
has a confidence band of ±3.030, calculated using the mean WRA values for treated fabric
with 0-wash and mean WRA values for treated fabric washed for 20 cycles. The difference in
the mean values for fabric samples with 0-wash and 5 washes is 4.66, which is higher than
the confidence band value of ±3.030. Therefore, there is a significant loss of wrinkle recovery
property at 5 wash cycles. After five washes there is a drastic drop in the mean WRA values,
as can be seen in row 2 of Table 9. The values stabilize between wash cycle 15 and 20. The
difference in mean values for WRA between 0 and 20 washes is 36.160, which is much
higher than the confidence band of ±3.030, implying a significant loss of the finish applied to
the fabric samples, resulting is a loss of wrinkle recovery property.
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Comparison of the Mean for Cotton Fabric Treated at pΗ 5 for Weft Direction
The sample treated at pΗ 5 for cotton fabric in the weft direction has a confidence
band of ±3.340. The difference in the mean values for fabric samples with 0-wash and 5
washes is 1.670, which is less than the confidence band value of ±3.340, indicating no loss in
wrinkle recovery property. After five washes there is a drastic drop in the mean WRA values,
as can be seen in row 3 of Table 9. The values stabilize between wash cycles 10 and 15, after
which there is a drop in the mean values of WRA. The difference in mean values for WRA
between 0 and 20 washes is 20.50, which is higher than the confidence band of ±3.340,
indicating that there is a significant loss of the finish applied to the fabric samples, resulting
in a loss of wrinkle recovery property.
Comparison of Mean for Cotton Fabric Treated at pΗ 6 for Weft Direction
The sample treated at pΗ 6 for cotton fabric in the weft direction has a confidence
band of ±4.230. The difference in the mean values for fabric samples with 0-wash and 5
washes is 4.50, which is close but slightly higher than the confidence band value of ±4.230,
indicating no loss in wrinkle recovery property. The difference in mean values for WRA
between 0 and 20 washes is 26.830, which is higher than the confidence band of ±4.230,
indicating that there is a significant loss of the finish applied to the fabric samples, resulting
in a loss of wrinkle recovery property.
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FTIR Spectra Analysis for Cotton Fabric Samples Treated at pΗ 4, 5, and 6
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Figure 42. FTIR spectrum of treated but unwashed and treated and washed for 20 cycles for cotton
sample pΗ 4.

FTIR spectra of the cotton sample treated at pΗ 4 indicate a rudimentary band at 1711
cm-1 with reduced peak intensity after 20 cycles, as seen in Figure 42, suggesting a loss of
finish applied but not complete disappearance.
FTIR spectra of the cotton sample treated at pΗ 5 indicate a rudimentary peak at 1712
cm-1 with slightly reduced peak intensity after 20 cycles, as seen in Figure 43, suggesting
some existence of ester groups.
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Figure 43. FTIR spectrum of treated but unwashed and treated and washed for 20 cycles for cotton
sample pΗ 5.
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Figure 44. FTIR spectrum of treated but unwashed and treated and washed for 20 cycles for cotton
sample pΗ 6.
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FTIR spectra of the cotton sample treated with pΗ 6 barely indicate a band at 1711
cm-1 with after 20 cycles, as seen in Figure 44, suggesting a significant loss of finish applied.
Discussion for Research Question 6
In Figure 45, the WRA in the warp direction were plotted against number of washes
for three different pΗ levels after treatment with acid combination C, and at concentration8%.
Trend Analysis for WRA for Cotton Fabric in the Warp Direction

Figure 45. WRA for cotton fabric in the warp direction between 0 to 20 washes.

The trend analysis of the data in Figure 45 reveals that there is a decline in the WRA
for all three cotton fabric samples progressively with the number of washings. Cotton fabric
samples, when treated at pΗ 4, showed a significant drop in WRA value (in the warp
direction) after 10 washing cycles. Also, the trend shows that WRA values of fabric
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specimens remain unchanged after further washings for  washes. This is also
confirmed by the analysis of differences between the mean values using the confidence band.
Cotton fabric sample, when treated at pΗ 5, showed a significant drop in WRA value
(in the warp direction) after five washes. However it dropped again slightly after 20 washes.
Sample treated at pΗ-6 show a trend where there is no significant loss visually until five
washes. The WRA values, however, declines from 5 to 15 washes and then it shows a plateau
until 20 washes.
Table 10
Mean Comparison of WRA of Cotton Fabric in the Warp Direction Between Untreated and
20 Washes
Samples Cotton untreated
Cotton treated
Difference
Confidence band
Warp
warp (20 washes)
between treated
for untreated and
and untreated
washed 20 times
pΗ 4
78.670
102.830
24.160
±3.470
pΗ 5

78.670

94.670

160

±3.340

pΗ 6

78.670

800

1.330

±3.470

Table 10 gives the mean values for WRA in the warp direction for untreated cotton
fabric and treated but washed 20 times. From Table 10 it is evident that the mean difference
between cotton fabric treated at pΗ-4 and washed for 20 cycles, and the untreated cotton
fabric is 24.160, which is greater than the confidence band of ±3.470, which implies a
significant difference. This supports the conclusion that there is still a significant amount of
finish retained by sample treated at pΗ 4 to be able to give higher WRA values after 20
washes as compared to that of untreated fabric sample.
It is evident from Table 10 that the mean difference between cotton fabric treated at
pΗ 5 and, washed for 20 cycles, and the untreated cotton fabric is 160, which is higher than
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the confidence band of ±3.340, implying a significant difference. This supports the
conclusion that there is still a significant amount of finish retained by the sample treated at
pΗ 5 to be able to give higher WRA values after 20 washes than that of untreated fabric
sample.
It is also evident from Table 10 that the mean difference between cotton fabric treated
at pΗ 6 and, washed for 20 cycles, and the untreated cotton fabric is 1.330, which is lower
than the confidence band of ±3.610, indicating an insignificant difference. This supports the
conclusion that there is significant loss in the finish applied to the sample treated at pΗ 6,
resulting in similar WRA values after 20 washes than that of untreated fabric sample.
As seen in Table 8, the three samples of cotton fabric showed a significant loss in
WRA, especially after 20 washes in the order of pΗ 6 > pΗ 4 > pΗ 5 for the warp direction,
suggesting higher consistency and less loss of finish by the sample treated with pΗ 5.
However, Table 10 clearly indicate, that the fabric samples that retained the most finish
applied are in the order of pΗ 4 > pΗ 5 > pΗ 6, which is because sample treated at pΗ 4 had
a higher number of carboxyl groups to react with the hydroxyl groups of cellulosic chains
than samples treated at pΗ levels 5 and 6, which were treated with lower acidic or lower
protons in the formulations.
The FTIR analysis of the primary band at 1709 cm-1, or at 1711 cm-1, or at 1715 cm-1,
which indicate the ester peak, appear to have reduced in intensity by 20 laundry cycles.
However, the peak is still visible in the sample treated at pΗ-4 and pΗ-5 as compared to
sample treated at pΗ 6 where it has reduced noticeably.
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Trend Analysis for WRA for Cotton Fabric in the Weft Direction

Figure 46. WRA for cotton fabric in the weft direction between 0 to 20 washes.

In Figure 46 the WRA in the weft direction were plotted against a number of washes
at three different pΗ levels after being treated with acid combination C, at concentration-8%.
The finish applied at pΗ 4 appears to have the highest recovery angle of
approximately 1390 when unwashed; however, a considerable reduction in the WRA is
noticed after 10 washes, which came down to 1100, and the value remained relatively close to
the mean value at 15 washes without significant changes up to 20 washes.
Cotton fabric treated at pΗ 5 does not show the very drastic trend as did sample
treated at pΗ 4. The trend line for fabric sample treated at pΗ 5 shows a significant loss of
WRA at 10 laundry cycles, and then there was a significant loss at 20 laundry cycles.
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The trend line for fabric sample treated at pΗ 6 shows a significant loss of WRA from
15 to 20 laundry cycles, which is highly significant and indicates poor wrinkle resistance
finish application and retention by the sample.
Table 11
Mean Comparison of WRA of Cotton Fabric in the Weft Direction for Untreated Cotton and
Treated Washed 20 Times
Samples Cotton untreated
Cotton treated
Difference
Confidence band
weft
weft (20 washes)
between treated
for untreated and
and untreated
washed 20 times
pΗ-4
84.830
101.170
16.340
±4.90
pΗ-5

84.83

94.500

9.670

±4.710

pΗ-6

84.83

80.670

-4.160

±5.90

Table 11 gives the mean values for WRA in the weft direction for untreated cotton
fabric and treated but washed 20 times. From Table 11, it is evident that the mean difference
between a cotton fabric sample treated and washed for 20 cycles at pΗ 4, and the untreated
cotton fabric is 16.340, which is higher than the confidence band of ±4.90, which implies a
significant difference. This supports the conclusion that there is still a significant amount of
finish retained by sample treated at pΗ 4.
From Table 11 it is evident that the mean difference between a cotton fabric sample
treated at pΗ 5 and, washed for 20 cycles, and the untreated cotton fabric is 9.670, which is
greater than the confidence band of ±4.710, which indicates a significant difference. This
supports the conclusion that there is still a significant amount of finish retained by sample
treated at pΗ 5.
From Table 11 it is clear that the mean difference between cotton fabric treated at pΗ
6 and washed for 20 cycles, and the untreated cotton fabric is -4.160, which is lower than the
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confidence band of ±3.610, indicating a significant loss of finish applied to the sample treated
at pΗ 6, resulting in slightly lower WRA.
The three samples of cotton fabric showed a significant loss in WRA in the weft
direction, especially after 20 washes, and are placed in the order of pΗ 4 > pΗ 6 > pΗ 5 for
the weft direction, suggesting higher consistency and less loss of finish by the sample treated
with pΗ 5. However, Table 11 clearly indicates that the fabric samples that retained the most
applied finish are in the order of pΗ 4 > pΗ 5 > pΗ 6, which is because, sample treated at pΗ
4 had a higher number of carboxyl groups to react with the hydroxyl groups of cellulosic
chains than samples treated at pΗ levels 5 and 6, which were treated with less acidic
formulations. The higher extent of reaction leads to better wrinkle recovery property after
treatment.
Upon reviewing the loss in mean WRA values in the weft direction from Table 9, it
was observed that for all pΗ levels, there was an approximate loss of 28 ± 20. This can be
attributed to the fact that all the samples were washed with the same detergent under same
conditions. There is also a possibility that some of the carboxyl groups did not react to form
esters; rather, they formed oxycellulose, where the primary or secondary hydroxyl groups of
the cellulose were converted to carboxyl groups. Further, the loss of finish also implies that
the new bonds that were formed upon treatment with the finish, although stronger, broke
under the laundry conditions because of the action of the possible alkaline detergent,
resulting in a reverse chemical reaction, water pressure, and spinning motion of the laundry
machine.
Treated cotton samples have new broader peaks at wave numbers at either 1716 cm-1,
which is an indication of aromatic C=O stretching originating from (ester) carbonyl groups,
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and 1638 cm-1, which indicates a C=C stretch, whereas 1571 cm-1 indicate the asymmetric
stretching mode of carboxylate carbonyl. These peaks are possibly due to strong
intermolecular interaction caused by the formation of covalent bonds denoted by wider
peaks. Other peaks with similar peak numbers as in the untreated sample are observed to be
receding in treated samples attributing to the fact that chemical changes took place which
have briefly modified the chemical structure of the cotton polymer.
The peaks at wave numbers 1716 cm-1, 1638 cm-1, and 1571 cm-1 are still present in
the treated sample after 20 washes. The peak intensity, however, seem to have reduced
subjectively in intensity, indicating that there is a significant loss of treatment after 20
washes, but the FTIR spectrum is not exactly like the spectrum of untreated cotton. The loss
in peak intensity is more prominent in the sample treated with pΗ 6 than in samples treated at
pΗ 4 and pΗ 5.
Research Question 7
To what extent do the three best samples of linen fabric retain the wrinkle recovery
treatment after 20 laundry cycles?
All three samples of linen were treated with acid combination C, at 8% concentration
but with pΗ values of 4, 5 and 6. The values of WRA are always in degrees.
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Table 12
Summary of Mean Comparison of WRA for Linen Fabric for Warp Direction
Confidence
band for
samples
treated at
pΗ 4 ±3.970

Mean difference
of WRA between
0 and 5 washes

Mean difference
of WRA between
0 and 10 washes
150

Mean difference
of WRA
between 0 and
15 washes
150

Mean
difference
between 0 and
20 washes
170

13.170

pΗ 5 ±2.200

3.670

7.330

5.670

16.170

pΗ 6 ±2.930

10

1.830

5.330

100

Comparison of the Mean for Linen Fabric Treated at pΗ 4 for Warp Direction
The sample treated at pΗ 4 for linen fabric in the warp direction has a confidence
band of ±3.970. The difference in the mean values for fabric samples with 0-wash and 5
washes is 13.170, which is higher than the confidence band value of ±3.970, indicating a loss
in wrinkle recovery property. After five washes, there is a drop in the mean WRA values, as
can be seen in row 2 of Table 10. The values stabilize between wash cycles 10 and 20. The
difference in mean values for WRA between 0 and 20 washes is 170, which is greater than
the confidence band of ±3.970, indicating a significant loss of the finish applied to the fabric
samples resulting is a loss of wrinkle recovery property.
Comparison of the Mean for linen Fabric Treated at pΗ 5 for Warp Direction
The sample treated with pΗ 5 for linen fabric in the warp direction has a confidence
band of ±2.200. The difference in the mean values for fabric samples with 0-wash and 5
washes is 3.670, as seen in row-3 of Table 10, which is higher than the confidence band value
of ±2.200, indicating loss in wrinkle recovery property. The difference in mean values for
WRA between 0 and 10 washes is 7.330, which also implies loss in wrinkle recovery
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property as the value is much higher than the confidence band. However, the values are
stable between 10 and 15 wash cycles. The difference in mean values for WRA between 0
and 20 washes is higher than the confidence band of ±3.970, indicating a significant loss of
the finish applied to the fabric samples, resulting is a loss of wrinkle recovery property.
Comparison of the Mean for Linen Fabric Treated at pΗ 6 for Warp Direction
The sample treated with pΗ 6 for linen fabric in the warp direction has a confidence
band of ±2.930. The difference in the mean values for fabric samples with 0-wash and 5
washes is 10, as seen in row 4 of Table 10, which is lower than the confidence band value of
±2.200, indicating no loss in wrinkle recovery property. The WRA value continues to be
significant until 10 washes as the difference in mean values is 1.830, which is lower than the
confidence band, implying no loss in wrinkle recovery property. The difference in mean
values for WRA between 0 and 20 washes is 100, which is higher than the confidence band of
±2.930, implying a significant loss of the finish applied to the fabric samples, resulting is a
loss of wrinkle recovery property.
Table 13
Summary of Mean Comparison of WRA for Linen Fabric for Weft Direction
Confidence
band for
samples
treated at
pΗ 4 ±2.80

Mean difference
of WRA between
0 and 5 washes

pΗ 5 ±3.180

2.660

12.660

9.50

19.330

pΗ 6 ±2.390

10

2.830

3.50

11.330

90

Mean difference of Mean difference Mean difference
WRA between 0
of WRA
between 0 and
and 10 washes
between 0 and
20 washes
15 washes
11.50
13.170
210
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Comparison of the Mean for Linen Fabric Treated at pΗ 4 for Weft Direction
The sample treated with pΗ 4 for linen fabric in the weft direction has a confidence
band of ±2.80. The difference in the mean values for fabric sample with 0-wash and with 5
washes is 90, as seen in row 2 of Table 13, and the difference in mean values for WRA
between 0 and 20 washes is 210, as seen in column 4 of Table 13, both of which are greater
than the confidence band of ±2.930, indicating a significant loss of the finish applied to the
fabric samples, resulting is loss of wrinkle recovery property.
Comparison of the Mean for Linen Fabric Treated at pΗ 5 for Weft Direction
The sample treated with pΗ 5 for linen fabric in the weft direction has a confidence
band of ±3.180. The difference in the mean values for fabric samples with 0-wash and 5
washes is 2.660, as seen in row-3 of Table 13, which is less than the confidence band
indicating no loss of wrinkle recovery finish. The difference in mean values for WRA
between 0 and 20 washes is 19.330, as seen in row 4 of Table 13, which is higher than the
confidence band of ±3.180, indicating a significant loss of the finish applied to the fabric
samples, resulting is a loss of wrinkle recovery property.
Comparison of the Mean for Linen Fabric Treated at pΗ 6 for Weft Direction
The sample treated with pΗ 6 for linen fabric in the weft direction has a confidence
band of ±2.39. The difference in the mean values for fabric samples with  washes and
 washes is 10 and 2.830, respectively, as seen in row-4, both of which are close to the
confidence band of ±2.390, indicating that there is a no loss of the finish applied to the fabric
samples until after 10 washes. However, there is a significant loss in WRA values after 15
washes. The difference in mean values for WRA between 0 and 20 washes is 210, which is
much higher than the confidence band.
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FTIR Spectrum for Three Linen Samples
The samples were also checked for FTIR spectrum after 20 laundry cycles, and each
spectrum was compared to that of the treated but unwashed sample.
Figures 47, 48, and 49 shows the FTIR spectrums for treated linen sample with zero
washes along with the FTIR spectrum of samples treated at pΗ 4, 5, and 6 after 20 laundry
cycles.
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Figure 47. FTIR spectrum of treated but unwashed and treated and washed for 20 cycles for linen
sample pΗ 4

It can be observed in Figure 47 that the band with wave number 1719 cm-1 has
relatively reduced intensity, suggesting loss of finish applied to the linen sample treated at pΗ
4.

It can be observed in Figure 48 that the band with wave number 1719 cm-1 has
relatively reduced in its intensity, indicating loss of finish applied to the linen sample treated
at pΗ 5.
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Figure 48. FTIR spectrum of treated but unwashed and treated and washed for 20 cycles for linen
sample pΗ 5
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Figure 49. FTIR spectrum of treated but unwashed and treated and washed for 20 cycles for linen
sample pΗ 6.
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It can be observed in Figure 49 that the band with wave number 1719 cm-1 is almost
negligent in intensity in the treated sample laundered for 20 cycles, indicating complete loss
of finish applied to the linen sample treated at pΗ-6.
Discussion on Question 7
In Figure 50, the WRAs were plotted against number of laundry cycles after treatment
with acid combination C and at concentration 8% at three different pΗ levels.
WRA for Linen Fabric in the Warp Direction

Figure 50. WRA for linen fabric samples in the warp direction between to  Washes.

The trend analysis of the data in Figure 50 reveals that the finish applied at pΗ 4
appears to have a highest recovery angle of approximately 920 when unwashed. However, a
considerable reduction in the WRA is noticed after five washes, which came down to
approximately 790 to form a plateau until 15 washes, and then there was a slight change in
the mean value at 20 washes.
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Linen fabric treated at pΗ 5 show a reduction in WRA at 15 washes and then a further
significant loss at 20 washes. The trend line for linen fabric sample treated with pΗ 6 show a
significant loss of WRA at 10 laundry cycles and then at 20 washes. The trend line at pΗ 6
indicates a low WRA value to begin with, 660, and remains low up to 20 washes, as seen in
Figure 50. The loss in WRAs indicates poor wrinkle resistance finish application and
retention, especially in the case of the sample treated at pΗ 6.
Table 14
Mean Comparison of WRA of Linen Fabric in the Warp Direction Between Untreated and 20
Washes
Samples Linen Untreated
Linen Treated
Difference
Confidence band
Warp
Warp (20 washes) between treated
for untreated and
and untreated
washed 20 times
pΗ 4
52.170
75.170
22.980
±3.77
pΗ 5

52.170

58.330

6.160

±3.63

pΗ 6

52.170

560

3.830

±3.56

Table 14 gives the mean values for WRA in the warp direction for untreated and
treated but washed 20 times linen fabrics. From Table 14 it is evident that the mean
difference between cotton fabric treated at pΗ 4 and washed for 20 cycles, and the untreated
cotton fabric is 230, which is much higher than the confidence band of ±3.77, which implies a
significant difference. This helps support the conclusion that there is still a significant
amount of finish retained by sample treated at pΗ 4 to be able to give higher WRA value
after 20 washes as compared to that of untreated fabric sample.
From Table 14 it is evident that the mean difference between linen fabric treated at
pΗ 5 and, washed for 20 cycles, and the untreated linen fabric is 6.170, which is greater than
the confidence band of ±3.340, indicating a significant difference. This helps support the
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conclusion that there is still a significant amount of finish retained by sample treated with pΗ
5 to be able to give higher WRA value after 20 washes than that of untreated fabric sample.
From Table 14 it is evident that the mean difference between linen fabric treated at
pΗ 6 and, washed for 20 cycles, and the untreated linen fabric is 3.880, which is almost the
same as the confidence band of ±3.61, indicating no significant difference. This supports the
conclusion that although there is a significant loss in the finish applied to the sample treated
at pΗ-6, the sample has not retained enough finish, resulting in similar WRA values after 20
washes compared to that of untreated fabric sample.
As seen in Table 12, the three samples of linen fabric showed a significant loss in
WRA especially after 20 washes in the order of pΗ 4 > pΗ 5 > pΗ 6 for the warp direction,
suggesting higher consistency and less loss of finish by the sample treated at pΗ 5. The loss
of finish can also be attributed to the fact that some of the carboxyl groups did not react to
form esters, rather formed oxycellulose, where the primary or secondary hydroxyl groups of
the cellulose are converted to carboxyl groups.However, Table 14 clearly indicate that the
fabric samples that retained the most applied finish are in the order of pΗ 4 > pΗ 5 > pΗ 6,
which is because sample treated at pΗ 4 had higher number of carboxyl groups to react with
the hydroxyl groups of the linen cellulosic chains as compared to samples treated at pΗ
levels 5 and 6, which were treated with less acidic or lower protons in the formulations.
The FTIR analysis of the primary band at 1709 cm-1, or at 1711 cm-1, or 1715 cm-1,
which indicate the ester peak, appear to have significantly reduced in intensity by 20 laundry
cycles. However, rudiment of the peak is still visible in the sample treated at pΗ 4 and pΗ 5
as compared to the sample treated at pΗ 6, where it has almost diminished.
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Trend Analysis for WRA for Linen Fabric in the Weft Direction

Figure 51. WRA from 0 to 20 washes for linen fabric in the weft.

In Figure 51 the number of washes is indicated on the x-axis and the values of WRAs
are depicted on the y-axis of the graph for linen fabric samples in the weft direction. Finish
applied at pΗ 4 appears to have the highest recovery angle of approximately 920 when
unwashed; however, a considerable reduction in the WRA is noticed after five washes, which
came down to approximately 790. Between wash cycle 15 and 20, the value dropped to 700,
indicating a significant change. Linen fabric treated at pΗ 5 shows a reduction in WRA trend
at 10 washes, and then a further significant loss at 20 washes. The trend line for linen fabric
sample treated at pΗ 6 shows a significant loss of WRA at 20 laundry cycles. The trend line
at pΗ 6 indicates a low WRA value to begin with, an approximate value of 660, and remains
low up to 20 washes as seen in Figure 50. The loss in WRA, which is highly significant,
indicates poor wrinkle resistance finish application and retention by sample treated at pΗ 6.
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Table 15
Mean Comparison of WRA of Linen Fabric in the Weft Direction for Untreated Linen and
Treated Washed 20 Times
Samples Linen Untreated
Linen Treated
Difference
Confidence band
Weft
Weft
between treated
for untreated and
(20 washes)
and untreated
washed 20 times
0
0
0
pΗ 4
55.83
70.17
14.34
±3.9
pΗ 5

55.830

59.000

3.170

±3.1

pΗ 6

55.830

52.670

-3.160

±3.49

Table 15 gives the mean values for WRA of linen fabric samples in the weft direction
for untreated, and treated but washed 20 times. From Table 15 it is clear that the mean
difference between treated and washed for 20 cycles at pΗ 4, and the untreated cotton fabric
is 14.340, which is much higher than the confidence band of ±3.9, which indicates a
significant difference. This support the conclusion that there is still a significant amount of
finish retained by the sample treated at pΗ 4.
From Table 15 it is evident that the mean difference between linen fabric treated at
pΗ 5 and washed for 20 cycles, and the untreated cotton fabric is 3.170, which is similar to
the confidence band of ±3.1, indicating no significant difference. This supports the
conclusion that there a significant amount of finish lost by sample treated at pΗ 5 after 20
laundry cycles.
From Table 15 it is evident that the mean difference between linen fabric treated at
pΗ 6 and, washed for 20 cycles, and the untreated cotton fabric is -3.160, which is same as
the confidence band of ±3.61, indicating a significant loss of finish applied to the sample
treated at pΗ 6, resulting in similar WRA values.
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The three samples of linen fabric samples showed a significant loss in WRA in the
weft direction after 20 washes and are placed in the order of pΗ 4 > pΗ 5 > pΗ 6 for the weft
direction, suggesting higher consistency and less loss of finish by the sample treated at pΗ 6.
The loss of finish can also be attributed to the fact that some of the carboxyl groups did not
react to form esters, rather possibly formed oxycellulose, where the primary or secondary
hydroxyl groups of the cellulose are converted to carboxyl groups. The loss of finish upon
progressive laundry also implies that new bonds formed upon treatment with the finish,
although stronger, broke under the laundry conditions because of the action of the possible
alkaline detergent resulting in reverse chemical reaction, water pressure, and spinning motion
of the laundry machine. However, Table 15 clearly implies that the fabric samples that
retained the most applied finish are in the order of pΗ 4 > pΗ 5 > pΗ 6, which is because
sample treated at pΗ 4 had higher number of carboxyl groups to react with the hydroxyl
groups of cellulosic chains than the samples treated at pΗ levels 5 and 6, which were treated
with less acidic or lower proton in the formulations. The higher reaction leads to better
wrinkle recovery property after treatment. Therefore, the sample treated at pΗ 4 is expected
to provide better wrinkle resistance.
The treated linen samples have new broader peaks at wave numbers, 1716 cm-1,
which is an indication of aromatic C=O stretching originating from (ester) carbonyl groups.
The band at 1638 cm-1, indicate a C=C stretch, whereas the band 1571 cm-1, indicates the
asymmetric stretching mode of carboxylate carbonyl. These peaks are possibly due to strong
intermolecular interaction caused by the formation of covalent bonds, which is illustrated by
wider peaks. Other peaks with similar wave numbers, as in the untreated sample, are
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observed to be receding in treated samples, attributing to the fact that chemical changes took
place which have briefly modified the chemical structure of the linen polymer.
Compared to cotton, linen did not show much loss, as it did not have too much
attachment, to begin with due to a lower percentage of cellulose content. Therefore, linen
samples did not display significant loss until 5 or 10 washes. This behavior implies that the
new bonds that were formed upon treatment with the finish, although stronger, broke under
the laundry conditions because of the possible alkaline nature of the detergent, water
pressure, and spinning motion of the laundry machine.
The FTIR spectra of treated but unwashed and, treated but washed for 20 laundry
cycles were compared. Treated linen samples have new broader peaks at wave numbers:
either 1716 cm-1, or at 1711 cm-1, or at 1709 cm-1, which is an indication of aromatic C=O
stretching originating from (acid/ester) carbonyl groups. These shifts in band is possibly
because of the presence of hemicellulose, lignin, pectin, etc., in the fabric. The peaks at wave
numbers 1716 cm-1, 1638 cm-1, and 1571 cm-1 are still present in the treated sample after 20
washes. The peak height of wavenumbers 1716 cm-1, 1638 cm-1, and 1571 cm-1 seem to have
reduced subjectively, indicating that there is a loss of finish treatment after 20 washes. The
FTIR spectrum after 20 washes is not precisely like the spectrum of untreated linen. The loss
in peak height is more prominent in the sample treated at pΗ 6 than in sample treated at pΗ 4
and pΗ 5.
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Chapter 5. Conclusions and Recommendations
The test results support the conclusions that a combination of mono- and dicarboxylic
acids in the presence of an initiator and a catalyst can be successfully used in finishing both
cotton and linen textiles fabrics without causing any evident physical damage to the two
textile fabrics. The change in properties observed can be attributed to the chemical reactions
between the acid groups and the hydroxyl groups of cotton and linen cellulose, resulting
possibly in esterification, grafting, and eventually cross-linking forming stronger covalent
bonds. This reaction between the acid groups and the hydroxyl groups alters the chemical
structure of the two cellulosic textile fabrics, which is further confirmed by an increase in
weight of the treated fabric samples, higher COOH values, and evident peaks in the FTIR
spectrum.
Analysis of data using confidence intervals proves there is a significant difference
between the treated and untreated samples for both cotton and linen fabrics for all the tests
performed. The difference becomes evident in the very first step of sample analysis, i.e.,
percent weight gain of treated samples. The percent weight gain is a clear implication that a
certain percentage of concentration of the acids in the formulation plays a significant role. A
small weight gain, such as %, will not show a significant change in the dependent
variables. Similarly, too much weight gain, such as 20% and higher, can possibly
compromise with physical and mechanical properties of the textile fabric. Data also
challenged our thinking as it was observed that both 6% and 8% concentration had more or
less similar results. In fact, although concentration individually had a significant impact on
the dependent variables, both levels of concentration chosen for this study did not give any
significantly different results. This further justifies the reasoning that concentration although
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a very significant factor in the finish formulation, two levels used in this study, 6% and 8%
concentration, were performing as synonyms.
Acid combination displayed its own story through the data obtained. There were
noticeably higher COOH values, WRA values, and wrinkle recovery appearance ratings for
acid combination C than acid combinations A and B. In fact, the acid combinations can be
rated as C > B > A for both attachment, i.e., COOH values and performance, i.e., WRA and
appearance ratings. This suggests that acid combination plays a tremendously significant role
in the preparation of the finish.
The pΗ was the most significant variable as indicated by the values of the dependent
variables. Whether it was % weight gain, COOH values, WRA, or appearance rating values,
all were high for samples treated with pΗ 4. The data for samples treated with pΗ 5 for both
the textiles were close in comparison to the data for samples treated with pΗ 4. Further, the
chemical reactions were favorable, as the selection of the catalyst and initiator was
appropriate for the carboxylic acids used in the recipes.
The chemicals used in this study are not hazardous, considering the small percentage
concentration used, where the formulation is further diluted to raise the pΗ value, i.e., 4, 5, or
6. These pΗ values are even milder than the pΗ of Coke and Pepsi products, which has an
approximate pΗ of 2.4 (more acidic). Therefore, this technology can be safely and
conveniently adapted into production. The preparation and application process will not cost
any additional infrastructure in the industry. Most importantly, it is formaldehyde free and
much more cost effective as compared to tri- and tetracarboxylic acids.
Hence, based on the data and their analysis, it can be concluded that the treatment has
caused expected changes in the fabric properties. The wash durability was significant in most
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cases until five washes; however, when compared to the WRA values of untreated fabric
samples, fabric samples treated at pΗ 4 and pΗ 5 showed significant differences. Samples
treated at pΗ 4 showed higher WRA values, indicating better retention of wrinkle recovery
properties. Considering the data of the COOH values, WRA, wrinkle recovery appearance
rating, and FTIR spectrum, acid combination C, concentration 8%, and pΗ 4 are the best
combination in this study.
Implications
Cotton and linen enjoy a status of the most popular and widely used cellulosic
textiles; however, due to their ability to wrinkle quickly, they are always under scrutiny by
researchers to enhance the wrinkling property (Lewin, 2007; Franck, 2005). The most recent
durable press treatment formulated by the textile industry involves the use of DMDHEU,
which is a potent allergen and a possible carcinogen.
Based on the data obtained and analysis of the findings in response to the research
questions and objectives of the study, the following implications are suggested
The engineering of the process and optimization of the recipe by combining mono
and dicarboxylic acids in the presence of a catalyst and an initiator, as reported in this study,
implies fulfilling the gap in a research area where researchers in the past have studied
carboxylic acids using tri and tetracarboxylic acids primarily on cotton fabric. The data from
this study imply that the optimized recipe can be used to finish both cotton and linen textile
fabrics constituting the parameters specified in Table 4.
The data obtained from this study imply that mono- and dicarboxylic acids can be
successfully used in combination to overcome wrinkling in cotton and linen textiles. Because
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this is a chemical finish that does not require any additional setup or investment in its
application within the industry, it has a positive implication regarding commercialization.
The chemicals used for the finish formulations are not hazardous, which has a
positive implication towards the environment and health of the workers. Moreover, if
adopted as an industry application process, no specialized training to operate the machinery
would be required by the personnel. The finishing unit will not require any additional set up
or investment, other than the cost of the chemicals, which is comparatively less than tri- and
tetracarboxylic acids. The finish treatment can help reduce ironing and washing, thus saving
energy.
Since the pΗ levels used are mild, i.e., 4, 5, and 6, they will not interfere much with
the durability and strength of the two cellulosic textile fabrics.
Recommendations for Future Researchers and Policy Makers
The results of this study were highly significant, and the objectives of the study were
met. Therefore, this study has recommendations for future researchers.
The treated samples did not appear as white as compared to the untreated samples.
This is because when the cellulosic textile fabric is treated with an acid and cured at high
temperature, it turns into a shade of yellow due to oxidation and replacement of hydroxyl
groups by carbonyl groups. Thus, additional research is needed to enhance the loss of
whitening index using the same recipe.
The percentage for catalyst and initiator was predetermined for the final samples
based on the data of the preliminary experiments. Future studies can be done to optimize the
percentage of the catalyst and the initiator and can explore other catalysts and initiators for
same acid combinatons.
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This study focused on the preparation of a formulation using mono and dicarboxylic
acids and engineered a process to optimize the recipe such that the treated samples can be
tested for attachment and performance regarding wrinkle recovery angle, wrinkle recovery
finish, and durability of the treatment until 20 laundry cycles. Additional future research is
needed where other performance properties like tensile strength, stiffness, and drape can also
be tested.
Treatment of cotton and linen with acids can lead to degradation due to chain
cessation of cellulosic chains, resulting in low molecular species like hydrocellulose. Future
research can be done to study the extent of hydrocellulose formation, using mono- and dicarboxylic acids.
Additional research is needed to determine the success or failure of the process in the
industry and its social acceptance.
Future research can be done using different factors and levels or adding new factors
to study the response.
Policy makers can collaborate with educators and industry professionals to develop a
cost-benefit program in the implementation, logistics, and commercialization of the finish
onto cotton and linen textile fabrics. Such policies will not only bring together the
policymakers but also academicians and industry professionals, thus opening more avenues
for enhancement of the current and future studies and internship opportunities for future
researchers and professionals.
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Appendix A
Titration Procedure

1. REAGENT
1.1. Quality of Reagents
1.1.1. Unless specified otherwise, pure chemicals shall be employed in the test and
distilled water (see IS: 1070-1960) shall be used where the use of water as
reagent is intended.
Note-- “pure chemicals “shall mean chemicals that do not contain
impurities which affect the test results.
1.1.2. All reagents shall be prepared using carbon dioxide-free distilled water which
may be obtained by the method of described in Appendix A. all reagents shall be
stored in containers with soda-lime traps in order to protect the reagents from
coming into contact with atmospheric carbon dioxide.
1.2. The reagents required for the test shall be given below.
1.2.1. Potassium Iodide -- Potassium Iodate - Sodium Chloride Solution -- prepare
the solution by dissolving the following reagents in the quantities indicated
against each in carbon dioxide-free distilled water to make 2 liters:
Potassium iodide (analytical grade)
Potassium iodate (analytical grade)
Sodium Chloride (analytical grade)
Sodium thiosulphate (analytical grade)

83.0 g
21.4 g
50.0 g
05.0 g

1.2.2. Standard Sodium Thiosulphate Solution -- 0.02 N
1.2.3. Iodine Solution -- 0.02 N. Dissolve 2.6 g of iodine and 4 g of potassium iodide
in about 25 ml of water by warming gently. dilute the solution in 1 liter.
standardize against thiosulphate solution.
1.2.4. Starch Solution -- 0.2 percent (m/v)
1.2.5. Hydrochloric Acid Solution -- Approximately 0.5 N.
2. PROCEDURE
2.1. Take one test specimen and steep it for 2 hours in 0.5 N Hydrochloric acid at room
temperature, keeping the material to liquor ratio as 1:5. wash the specimen on a
suction filter thoroughly with distilled water till the washings are neutral (as
indicated by bromocresol purple). Dry the specimen in air.
Note -- The above treatment renders the specimen cation-free
2.2. Transfer from the automatic burette 50 ml of solution prepared as in 1.2.1 to the
Erlenmeyer flask. Weigh accurately 0.58 to 1.0 g of air- dry cation-free specimen
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(see 2.1) stopper the flask, shake it gently to mix the contents thoroughly and
immerse it in a water-bath maintained at 60 ± 1O C for 1 hour. cool the flask quickly
and titrate the excess of thiosulphate solution against 0.02 N iodine solution using
starch as indicator. Bubble by means of a compressor or a vacuum pump or a water
jet pump carbon dioxide-free air through the mixture throughout the titration.
2.3. Carry out a blank titration following the same procedure (see 2.2) but without the test
specimen.
2.4. Determine the moisture content of the cation-free material (see 2.1) separately as
given in IS: 199-1973 and calculate the oven-dry mass of the cation-free specimen
taken for the test (see 2/2).
2.5. Repeat the test with the remaining test specimen(s).
3. CALCULATION
3.1. Calculate the carboxylic acid group content of each specimen, in milli-equivalents of
--COOH per 100 g, of the sample, by the following formula:
Carboxylic acid group content, expressed as milli-equivalents of -COOH per 100 g of the sample =

(𝑉1 −𝑉2 )×Ν×100
Μ

Where
V1= quantity in milliliters of iodine solution required for the blank
(see 2.3)
V2 = quantity in milliliters of iodine solution required for actual test
(see 2.2)
N= normality of iodine solution, and
M = oven-dry mass in gram of the cation-free specimen taken for the
test (see 2.4)
3.2. Calculate the average of the values obtained as in 3.1
4. REPORT
4.1. The report shall include the following;
a) Carboxylic acid group content, and
b) Number of specimens tested
•
•

Specification for water, distilled quality (revised).
Methods for estimation of moisture, total size or finish, ash and fatty matter in grey and finished cotton textile
materials (second revision).
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Appendix B
Sample Codes with FTIR Spectrum for Cotton
Sample Codes
C6A4
C6A5
C6A6
C6B4
C6B5
C6B6
C6C4
C6C5
C6C6

COT; 6%; combination-A; pH-4
COT; 6%; combination-A; pH-5
COT; 6%; combination-A; pH-6
COT; 6%; combination-B; pH-4
COT; 6%; combination-B; pH-5
COT; 6%; combination-B; pH-6
COT; 6%; combination-C; pH-4
COT; 6%; combination-C; pH-5
COT; 6%; combination-C; pH-6

C8A4
C8A5
C8A6
C8B4
C8B5
C8B6
C8C4
C8C5
C8C6

COT; 8%; combination-A; pH-4
COT; 8%; combination-A; pH-5
COT; 8%; combination-A; pH-6
COT; 8%; combination-B; pH-4
COT; 8%; combination-B; pH-5
COT; 8%; combination-B; pH-6
COT; 8%; combination-C; pH-4
COT; 8%; combination-C; pH-5
COT; 8%; combination-C; pH-6

Material; Acid Concentration in %; Acid Combination; pH
C6A4

C6A5

150

C8A4

C6A6

151

C8A5

C8A6

152

C6B4

C6B5

153

C6B6

C8B4

154

C8B5

C8B6
99

95

1553.6

1719.9

90

1644.5

1315.00cm-1, 90.47%T

%T

85

1159.46cm-1, 88.30%T

2899.22cm-1, 93.95%T

80

1107.53cm-1, 82.10%T

75

1054.00cm-1, 73.33%T

70
3333.67cm-1, 88.96%T

65

1029.47cm-1, 72.46%T

60
3600 3500

3000

2500

2000

cm-1
Name
cotton untreated
July 20 COT 4B

Description
Sample 018 By Administrator Date Tuesday, August 08 2017
Sample 034 By Administrator Date Tuesday, August 08 2017
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1500

1000 900

C6C4

C6C5

156

C6C6

C8C5

157

C8C4

C8C6
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Appendix C
Sample Codes with FTIR Spectrum for Linen
Sample Codes
L6A4
L6A5
L6A6
L6B4
L6B5
L6B6
L6C4
L6C5
L6C6

LIN; 6%; combination-A; pH-4
LIN; 6%; combination-A; pH-5
LIN; 6%; combination-A; pH-6
LIN; 6%; combination-B; pH-4
LIN; 6%; combination-B; pH-5
LIN; 6%; combination-B; pH-6
LIN; 6%; combination-C; pH-4
LIN; 6%; combination-C; pH-5
LIN; 6%; combination-C; pH-6

L8A4
L8A5
L8A6
L8B4
L8B5
L8B6
L8C4
L8C5
L8C6

LIN; 8%; combination-A; pH-4
LIN; 8%; combination-A; pH-5
LIN; 8%; combination-A; pH-6
LIN; 8%; combination-B; pH-4
LIN; 8%; combination-B; pH-5
LIN; 8%; combination-B; pH-6
LIN; 8%; combination-C; pH-4
LIN; 8%; combination-C; pH-5
LIN; 8%; combination-C; pH-6

Material; Acid Concentration in %; Acid Combination; pH
L6A4

159

L6A5

L6A6

160

L8A4

L8A5

161

L8A6

L6B4

162

L6B5

L6B6

163

L8B4

L8B5

164

L8B6

L6C4

165

L6B5

L6B5

166

L8C4

L8C5

167

L8C6
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Appendix D
ANOVA Table for COOH Values for Treated Cotton Fabric Samples
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Dependent Variable: COOH value Cotton

Source
Corrected Model
Intercept

Type III Sum
of Squares

df

Mean
Square

3,205.728a 17

188.572

F

Sig.

Partial
Eta
Squared

66.380

0.000

0.984

129468.034 45574.409

0.000

1.000

129,468.034

1

101.763

2

50.882

17.911

0.000

0.666

1,490.913

2

745.457

262.410

0.000

0.967

127.690

1

127.690

44.949

0.000

0.714

1,356.616

4

339.154

119.387

0.000

0.964

11.698

2

5.849

2.059

0.157

0.186

73.404

2

36.702

12.920

0.000

0.589

43.643

4

10.911

3.841

0.020

0.460

Error

51.135

8

2.841

Total

132,724.896 36

Acid Combination
Ph
Concentration
Acid Combination
* pH
Acid Combination
* Concentration
pH *
Concentration
Acid Combination
* pH *
Concentration

Corrected Total

3,256.862 35

a. R Squared = .984 (Adjusted R Squared = .969)
b. Computed using alpha = .05
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Appendix E
ANOVA Table for COOH Values for Treated Linen Fabric Samples
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Dependent Variable: COOH value for Linen
Source
Corrected Model
Intercept
Acid Combination
Ph
Concentration
Acid Combination *
pH
Acid Combination *
Concentration
pH * Concentration
Acid Combination *
pH * Concentration
Error
Total
Corrected Total

Type III Sum
of Squares

Df

Mean
Square

Partial Eta
Squared

F

Sig.

5.543

0.000

0.847

83647.099 3936.930

0.000

0.996

2001.963a 17

117.763

83647.099

1

68.016

2

34.008

1.601

0.031

0.158

865.900

2

432.950

20.377

0.000

0.706

125.289

1

125.289

5.897

0.027

0.258

352.757

4

88.189

4.151

0.016

0.494

17.988

2

8.994

0.423

0.662

0.047

174.063

2

87.032

4.096

0.035

0.325

248.711

4

62.178

2.926

0.052

0.408

361.195 17

21.247

87907.213 35
2363.158 34

a. R Squared = .847 (Adjusted R Squared = .694)
b. Computed using alpha = .05
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Appendix F
ANOVA Table of WRA for Cotton Samples in the Warp Direction
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Dependent Variable: WRA Cotton (Warp)

Source
Corrected Model
Intercept
Acid Combination

Type III Sum
of Squares
13833.157a
1263819.343
1686.741

F
Sig.
42.320 0.000

Partial
Eta
Squared
0.889

1 1263819.343 65728.830 0.000
2
843.370
43.862 0.000

0.999
0.494

Mean
Square
813.715

Df
17

Ph
Concentration

4680.019
52.083

2
1

2340.009
52.083

121.699 0.000
2.709 0.003

0.730
0.029

Acid Combination
* Ph
Acid Combination
* Concentration

4382.148

4

1095.537

56.977 0.000

0.717

1876.222

2

938.111

48.789 0.000

0.520

pH *
Concentration
Acid Combination
* pH *
Concentration
Error
Total
Corrected Total

730.167

2

365.083

18.987 0.000

0.297

425.778

4

106.444

5.536 0.000

0.197

1730.500 90
1279383.000 108
15563.657 107

19.228

a. R Squared = .889 (Adjusted R Squared = .868)
b. Computed using alpha = .05
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Appendix G
ANOVA Table of WRA for Cotton Samples in the Weft Direction
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Dependent Variable: WRA Cotton (Weft)

Source
Corrected Model

Type III Sum
of Squares
20345.502a

Intercept
AcidCombination

1482788.782
1933.161

F
Sig.
82.753 0.000

Partial
Eta
Squared
0.941

1 1482788.782 102528.773 0.000
2
966.581
66.835 0.000

0.999
0.600

Mean
Square
1196.794

df
17

Ph
Concentration

5066.723
143.544

2
1

2533.361
143.544

175.172 0.000
9.926 0.002

0.797
0.100

AcidCombination *
Ph
AcidCombination *
Concentration
pH * Concentration

5410.529

4

1352.632

93.529 0.000

0.808

1838.114

2

919.057

63.549 0.000

0.588

5724.161

2

2862.081

197.901 0.000

0.816

AcidCombination *
pH * Concentration
Error
Total
Corrected Total

914.823

4

228.706

15.814 0.000

0.415

1287.133 89
1499724.000 107
21632.636 106

14.462

a. R Squared = .941 (Adjusted R Squared = .929)
b. Computed using alpha = .05
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Appendix H
ANOVA Table of WRA for Linen Samples in the Warp Direction
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Dependent Variable: WRA Linen (Warp)
Type III
Sum of
Mean
Squares
Df
Square
F
5124.820a
17
301.460
21.170
589102.787
1 589102.787 41369.360
1296.799
2
648.400
45.533
1798.538
2
899.269
63.151
301.337
1
301.337
21.161
479.796
4
119.949
8.423

Source
Corrected Model
Intercept
AcidCombination
Ph
Concentration
AcidCombination
* Ph
AcidCombination
188.234
2
94.117
* Concentration
pH *
264.594
2
132.297
Concentration
AcidCombination
730.237
4
182.559
* pH *
Concentration
Error
1267.367
89
14.240
Total
596327.000
107
Corrected Total
6392.187
106
a. R Squared = .802 (Adjusted R Squared = .764)
b. Computed using alpha = .05
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Sig.
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Partial
Eta
Squared
0.802
0.998
0.506
0.587
0.192
0.275

6.609 0.002

0.129

9.290 0.000

0.173

12.820 0.000

0.366

Appendix I
ANOVA Table of WRA for Linen Samples in the Weft Direction
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Dependent Variable: WRA Linen (Weft)

Source
Corrected Model
Intercept
AcidCombination
pH
Concentration
AcidCombination *
pH
AcidCombination *
Concentration
pH * Concentration
AcidCombination *
pH * Concentration
Error
Total

Type III Sum
of Squares
6923.407a

Mean
Square

df

407.259

Sig.

33.991 0.000

0.865

1 661134.259 55179.675 0.000

0.998

807.630

2

403.815

33.703 0.000

0.428

3622.296

2

1811.148

151.162 0.000

0.771

50.704

1

50.704

4.232 0.043

0.045

1472.648

4

368.162

30.728 0.000

0.577

246.519

2

123.259

10.287 0.000

0.186

162.741

2

81.370

6.791 0.002

0.131

560.870

4

140.218

11.703 0.000

0.342

1078.333

90

11.981

661134.259

17

F

Partial
Eta
Squared

669136.000 108

Corrected Total
8001.741 107
a. R Squared = .865 (Adjusted R Squared = .840)
b. Computed using alpha = .05
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